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Abstract (Deutsch)
In der heutigen europäischen Gesellschaft sind immer mehr Verbraucher unzufrieden mit
der Form der Nahrungsmittelproduktion der konventionellen industriellen Landwirtschaft.
Um eine Alternative zu schaffen schließen sich viele Menschen in Projekten zusammen.
Dabei wird nach Nachhaltigkeit gestrebt, ohne dabei auf finanziellen Profit aus zu sein. In
dieser Arbeit werden sechs solcher Projekte besucht und interviewt. Die Projekte sind von
verschiedenem Typus: Urban Agriculture (wie Gemeinschaftsgärten oder Aquaponik),
Waldgärten oder silvopasturilen Systeme. In dieser Arbeit wird analysiert, wie sie
Nachhaltigkeit in Form von vier Dimensionen erreichen. Ökologisch leistet die Lehre der
Permakultur oftmals einen großen Beitrag, meist mit positivem Einfluss auf das
Ökosystem. Sozial sind die Projekte engagiert und binden die Gesellschaft mit ein, indem
sie Veranstaltungen zur Bildung oder zum Vergnügen anbieten. So wird Wissen verbreitet
und vervielfacht. Finanzielle Nachhaltigkeit wird erreicht mit Einkommen durch
Lebensmittelvertrieb,

Gartenplanung,

Bildungsprogrammen

oder

mit

Förderungsprogrammen für Investitionen oder den Lohnkosten. Politisch wird es, wenn die
Gesetze nicht mit den Anforderungen der Projekte übereinstimmen. Kommunikation mit
den Entscheidungsträgern wird notwendig. Eine Vielfalt an Methoden ist vorhanden und
werden in dieser Arbeit beschrieben. Sie ermöglichen es den Projektteilnehmern
verschiedene Faktoren zu beeinflussen, um Nachhaltigkeit zu erreichen.

Abstract (English)
In the today’s European society, more and more consumers are unsatisfied with main
stream food supply of today’s industrial agriculture. To create an alternative, people have
started to organize themselves in projects to achieve sustainability in food production
without having a focus on economical or financial profit. In this study six projects of this
kind were visited and analyzed. The projects have different characters: urban agriculture
(like community gardens or aquaponic), food forests or silvopasture. In this study it will be
analyzed how they achieve sustainability focusing on four dimensions. Environmentally
the doctrine of permaculture is contributing to produce food. Most times with positive
effect on the ecosystem’s life. Socially the projects are engaged to involve the community
by organizing social or educational programs. In that way knowledge is transferred and
spread. Financial sustainability is achieved by creating an income by distributing food,
designing gardens, education programs or by funding for investments or the worker’s loans.
Political impact takes place when regulations are often not prepared for the projects. Then
communication with the politicians or administrations becomes necessary. A variety of
measures and ways exist and have been documented. They enable the project’s participants
to influence different factors to achieve sustainability.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Unethical conditions in animal husbandry, residues of antibiotics in meat, degradation of
biodiversity caused by pesticides, manure and nitrate polluting the groundwater, the
contribution to acidification of the oceans or alienation from nature. These are some of the
numerous criticism on the situation produced by today’s conventional agriculture. It can be
broken down to stress on the environment and its flora and fauna which became too big.
Many reasons to question the used practices.
For many people it is not the world they want to live in. With the hope to make a change
they become active. One way is to start an own food production which is focusing on
sustainability and doing less harm to the environment. To achieve that, many people are
organizing themselves in projects to produce their own clean and sustainable food in hole
Europe.
Those projects can differ a lot: Gardening, cattle holding, fish farming or using the
resources of wilderness. Some are done in urban areas, in the very dense or in suburban
parts. Others got gravitated by more rural landscapes. The diversity is big. Conditions and
challenges can be similar but in detail they can also vary. Especially the diversity increases
as soon as country or cultural borders are crossed. It is interesting to see which challenges
they have in common and how they cope with them in different ways. Out of these
possibilities, solutions and ideas a pool can be created. This study and bachelor thesis is
rooting in this interest.

1.2 Study aim and structure of the thesis
The aim of the study is to get to know alternative agricultural projects, which have the aim
to work sustainable. Different challenges are posed in the daily process to achieve
sustainability. The projects should be in different European regions, which will increase
the diversity of ideas because of possible national and cultural differences. In visiting the
projects an expert should be interviewed. The way how the projects achieve sustainability
will be identified and analyzed.
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The following goals are set in form of questions:
•

Which projects fulfill the posed requirements to take part in the study?

•

How do the projects achieve the different dimensions of sustainability?

•

Which conclusions can be made, and which improvements and recommendations
can derive from that?

The interview and the reported results are structured in the dimensions of sustainability:
environmental, social, financial and political (see chapter 2.1 for details). Concerning each
dimension different examples are given which are registered during the interviews. It will
be shown how the projects are active in achieving sustainability. Furthermore, these
examples can wake somebody’s interest to start an investigation and to imitate the actions
in a personal way. In that way this thesis can contribute to multiplicate knowledge and
possibilities. The awareness about the production of our food and our environment can be
increased.

2

2

Background

The analyzed projects are all using an alternative practice of agriculture to achieve
sustainability. The forms of agriculture to work sustainable are very diverse. The general
types which were analyzed are introduced with some theoretical background. First the term
sustainability will be described in the specific way it is occurring in this thesis.

2.1 Sustainability
When talking about sustainability it is traditionally structured in three pillars of
sustainability. Also, the term dimension is in use. For our purposes the pillars can be
equalized to dimensions. The three dimensions were forming the basis for the United
Nations development goals which were passed in 1990 (OECD 2001:23). The three
dimensions are environmental, social and financial. In a sustainable development these
three dimensions are included and need to be developed and targeted complementary
(OECD 2001:36).
Pretty early in starting the research for this study it became obvious that further dimensions
needed to be added. Some of the first registered insights were not fitting to any of the three
dimensions. It was realized that handling with politics or policy played a big role. Because
this discovery appeared very early in the process of the thesis, the political dimension was
still added to the structure of the thesis.
Equally, Burford et al. (2013) made similar observations and made conclusion about a
fourth political dimension. The functions of politics are influencing the life of everyone by
giving orientation with norms or with its mechanisms (Burford et al. 2013:3037). All the
formal system of rules and law can hinder or support the process of making a change when
a project with alternative agriculture is started.
A lack of religious/spiritual and cultural forces was analyzed in the definition of the three
dimensions as well. Together with the political dimension they are forming the
consideration of ethical values. (Burford et al. 2013:3038) This is showing up in
“discussions of cultural integrity and vitality (cultural/aesthetic perspective), personal
growth (religious/spiritual perspective) and good governance (political/institutional
perspective)” (Burford et al. 2013:3038).
At the end of the study travel to the projects, the spiritual dimension was discovered in
practice. It was too late to influence the structure of the thesis. Thus, it will be just
mentioned now. The daily work at the Vegetarium farm was orientated on the doctrine of
3

Ken Wilber’s the integral approach. It has the traditional three dimensions of sustainability.
The Wilber’s dimensions of social outside, social inside and the individual outside can be
seen equivalent to environmental, social and the financial dimensions of sustainability
(Wilber 2006). Then the individual inside is the further dimension in this model, the
spiritual dimension. Figure 1 is showing the meanings of these four dimensions more
detailly.

FINANCIAL
–
individual outside

SPIRITUAL
–
individual inside
SOCIAL plural inside

ENVIRONMENTAL
- plural outside

Figure 1: Integral Approach: Quadrants of humans and the equivalent pillars of
sustainability.
Source: Ken Wilber 2006 (adapted)

2.2 Alternative forms of agriculture
In this study projects which can be encountered to the urban agriculture are analyzed, like
urban gardens or aquaponics. Moreover, rural agricultural projects using permaculture are
visited.
2.2.1

Urban agriculture

Especially in the cities of the global south urban agriculture plays a big role. In its cities
the supply of affordable healthy and fresh food is endangered because of the ongoing
4

urbanization. When the production is located near the costumer the situation can be
improved. Urban agriculture is contributing to that. (FAO 2017:2-3)
Not only in the poorer areas, but the western world is experiencing a “Revival” (Breuste et
al. 2016:152) of urban agriculture. In the industrial countries the urban agriculture fulfills
not only the function of food production. It is moreover to create a community,
environmental protection, recreation or taking part in urban development. Influencing the
design of their own neighborhood leads to participation in politics as well (Breuste et al.
2016:152).
Urban agriculture can have different forms. Urban farms are small scale commercial farms,
in the city which sell their food through direct distribution. Similarly, backyard gardening
or allotments are typical types of urban agriculture. (Mok et al. 2013;24)
The community garden is the concept which is nearest to some of the visited projects. It
provides not only food for the participants in the community it has the intention to educate
and increase awareness on environmental issues (Lyson 2004). Another purpose is to create
an environment of social interaction in the often-anonymous city and neighborhood.
Aquaponic is a fish farming system that is producing fish and plants in the same water cycle
system. In this way the nutrients of the fish excrements are used to fertilize the plants
(Graber, Junge 2009:148) (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Its compact space saving
construction predestines them to be used in cities, where space is limited and expensive.
This way of food production is very productive not only from a commercial point of view.
The fishes are farmed in fishponds which has many advantages. In consequence of
aquaculture, the water quality normally gets degraded because of the fishes’ toxic releases.
In an aquaponic system environmental pollution is limited due to the closed water
circulation system, in which the waste is cleaned (Holden 2012:71).
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Figure 2: Aquaponic system – the fish
farm

Figure 3: Aquaponic system – the
plantation

Source: Own photography

Source: Own photography

2.2.2

Permaculture and food forest

Permaculture provides agricultural methods and features which are based on modern
science, actual observations of the cultivated land and traditional knowledge, which has
been partly used for centuries (Veteto, Lockyer 2008, p. 48). The ecology is observed a lot
and methods are used in respect to that. The design of the gardens also considers the
personal needs and how it fits to the current natural systems (Bane 2012; 48). The design
of morphology, climate, soil, roads and boarders are some examples, which are influenced
through these methods (Kirilov 2017). The focus is to create a balance with nature and to
achieve a minimization of stress on environment and landscape. In that way permaculture
can be a good base to fulfill dimensions of sustainability.
Food forest or forest gardening is a field out of the permaculture and uses the self-sustaining
characters of the forest. To achieve that, the plants are well chosen and well installed (Van
Eck 2017). The forest can be divided in seven different layers. All have different conditions
which are suitable for different plants (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Seven layers of a forest garden
Source: Tree Planting Holidays

Food forestry can be encountered to an agroforestry system, what means to grow crops and
trees at the same time. To these systems also the silvopasture is encountered.
2.2.3

Silvopasture

In silvopastoral systems animals are pastured in barbed-wired parcels out in the forest. In
the grazing system the cattle can graze in a wide area. The benefits are diverse: “soil
conservation, aesthetics or providing shade to cattle” (Ramachan 2012:51). Also, the
carbon sequestration is increased and, so it is contributing to climate change mitigation
(Ramachan 2012:50).
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Study area

On a travel through Sweden, Germany, Netherlands and Bulgaria six projects (see Figure
5) were visited and analyzed by interviewing experts. The detailed process of choosing the
projects are described in chapter 4.
The following information will introduce the different projects. If it is not mentioned
different, the information is taken from the interviews. The protocols can be found in the
appendix I.

Stadsjord, Göteborg

Helle Oase,
Berlin-Hellersdorf
Food forest Kettelbroek
Groesbeek

Prinzessinnengarten
Garten, Berlin-Kreuzberg

Cityfarm, Augsburg

Vegetarium farm,
Zhelen

Figure 5: Localization of the visited projects in Europe
Source: Own Illustration
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3.1 Stadsjord, Gothenburg, Sweden.
The project “stadsjord” (Swedish for city’s soil/earth) is situated in Gothenburg, the second
biggest city of Sweden. The team of “stadsjord” and its founder Niklas Wenneberg have
the vision to start a new era in sustainable urban food culture. They want to bring the nature
back to the people and additionally present its healing properties. Through the contact to
nature the life for society should become “bloomier, funnier and more heartful” (translated
from Swedish, stadsjord 2017). The actual situation in our society is pitiful because it is
based on an economical system, which is too focused on money. At “stadsjord” if possible
the environmental or social dimension is always given the most attention.
With the brand “stadsjord”, part of the private owned limited company, these goals should
be achieved. Since 2009 various projects were started like urban gardening or animal
husbandry. Today an aquaponic system is installed in a former slaughterhouse. It is a
relatively big investment. Furthermore, silvopasture with pigs and goats is operated in a
forest or on brownfields. The pigs have muscles and are free of antibiotics. Consequently,
the meat gets a quality, that is almost impossible to get on the normal market.
Now a part of the team of “stadsjord” establishes a food forest in a monocultural
Scandinavian spruce forest. The future is ready for further projects. In a new construction
building of apartments, an own food production with an aquaponic system will be installed.
Another promising project is to join a sustainable food and entertainment center, where
workshops will be held and another aquaponic farm serves a restaurant.

3.2 Cityfarm Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany.
The Cityfarm is located in Augsburg, Germany. Founded by Ildikó Reményi-Vogt the
farm should fulfill the wish to create an alternative to the industrial agriculture and food
production. The majority of agriculture has a big impact on the environment and is
exploiting the nature. Their animal friendly husbandry and their gardening have smallest
possible impact on the environment. That is their main guideline to achieve sustainability.
Together with other projects, which are aiming a sustainable change in the city of
Augsburg, the Cityfarm is forming the “Transition-town Augsburg e.V.” – association. A
bike kitchen or a second-hand market are also joining this association. It was especially
founded to share the effort in administration or other synergies.
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When the old area had to be left, the city offered an old dump site which needed to be
covered with fertile soil. Today it is inhabited by rabbits, sheep and chicken and several
vegetables are grown. A team consisting of four people are generating a harvest and take
care of the animals. Further ten people are joining at the weekends.
Ildikó’s husband, Benjamin, regularly uses the farm for doing environmental education for
many schoolchildren. This is one example how the farm is contributing to a disalienation.
Disalienation is a development in which the people emphasize their relation to nature again
(Biel 2016:8). A growing demand can be observed to that movement.

3.3 Helle Oase, Berlin, Germany.
Berlin-Hellersdorf is a quarter with many deprived residents. The annual social report
shows it on the almost lowest ranking. The education level is low and right political
movement is strong. Upgrading the neighborhood should be a measurement to improve
living conditions. That is why a participation project was started in 2011 to give the
neighbors the opportunity to convert a brownfield. Many ideas were collected. One of those
ideas was to create a community garden.
The operating organization is the “Kids&Co.”-Association. In person Anna Juhnke is
organizing free time activities for kids and showing them opportunities in life. The
association is providing all the equipment and paper work for the garden. But in the end
the group of gardening is organizing themselves.
8-12 people in the age up to 60 are meeting every Thursday to enjoy the nice group
atmosphere. Not only vegetables and fruits or flowers are grown in the area. Additionally,
nice chilling areas are constructed and roofed.

3.4 Prinzessinnengarten, Berlin, Germany
At the square “Moritzplatz” in the Middle of Berlin-Kreuzberg a green oasis was created.
A place, where knowledge about environmentally friendly gardening is exchanged. In that
way everybody learns from everyone. All the actions are organized in the “Nomadisch
Grün gGmbH” a charitable limited.
Beds of plants, vegetables and pioneer trees are filling the place. People can come to eat in
the own bistro, repair their bikes, join workshops or start somebodies own project.
Everybody can join the big program that is offered to public every week. Further examples
are building electrical bikes in the own mechanical workshop, collecting apples in
biosphere reserve, lectures with environmental background or a sniping party where
10

random people come together to prepare food in a party atmosphere. Many tourists are
visiting the garden. There are 55.000 visitors per year and 18.000 people join guided tours.
Robert Shaw founded that place to create a place, where everyone can bring in someone’s
ideas and can show their own initiatives. To achieve that a lot of space is created. It begins
with open team meetings. Moreover, a hierarchy thinking is overcome in these structures,
which most people are used to in the usual society. In that way a big team of voluntaries
and employees were created. 11 people are working full time and 14 people part time.
The co-company “Prinzessinnengartenbau UG” is creating gardens for companies, schools
or other customers. This is one source of financing all the Prinzessinnengarten actions.
In 2017 a second garden in the Berlin-quarter Hellersdorf was started. At “Gut-Hellersdorf”
the offers are very similar to the other one. The Prinzessinnengarten-team got
commissioned by the municipality to do it, which is also financing it. The municipality
tries to upgrade the quarter with new apartments, while integrating the actual residents.
Having the will to avoid unadvantageous gentrification, the concept was proven and
discussed a lot in the team before deciding.

3.5 Foodforest Kettelbroek, Groesbeek, Netherlands.
Close to the German border, not far from the city of Nijmegen Wouter von Eck bought a
field of 2,5 ha to grow a food forest. It should serve food after the forest developed for
some decades.
The inspiration was found on van Eck’s travel to Kenya in the 80’s, where it was convenient
to perform food forestry. It is still inspiring today. He fulfilled his dream in 2009 and started
a food forest on what he is concentrating completely today. Many different species are
growing from chestnut to sea berry or exotic species. These exotic ones were chosen from
similar climates for instance in China and Mongolia. Of course, they were checked on
invasion. Furthermore, they have big resilience to climate extremes and changes.
It is a way of agriculture which requires more time, because it is relying on the existing
mechanisms in nature without adding any help. In that way the agricultural food production
is bridged to nature. With this philosophy he inspires city administrations, ecological
fanatics or conventional farmers.
Through workshops and tours several people are addressed and educated. 5000 visitors
visited the food forest in the last five years, what is the maximum capacity. In that way
even interested farmers, normally doing conventional agriculture, start a food forest with a
11

size of 20 or 30 ha. In addition, food forests are designed for costumers. In that way a food
forest for the city of Nijmegen was installed.

3.6 Vegetarium farm, Zhelen, Bulgaria.
The home of the Vegetarium farm is the countryside of Bulgaria near Zhelen, Svoge
municipality, 40 km north of Sofia. That is the newest undertaking of the Trinoga
association and its founder Filip Kirilov. From 2009 on he is running a farm under harsh
conditions. That is also true compared to other mountains around which get more rain (see
Figure 6). The normal climate in the Bulgarian Balkan Mountains is very continental.
Accordingly, warm and dry summers, but very cold winters. In addition, the soil is
degraded by the disadvantageous forestry. In consequence getting a good harvest is really
a challenge.

Figure 6: The neighboring mountains. In the foreground mono-cultural forest.
Source: Own photography

Now the business is in a change process. The last years the Vegetarium team was building
a new conference hall which will be the main area to hold conferences, lectures and other
education programs. Besides, some accommodation was constructed. The new business
model is to offer accommodation, workshops on healthy food and especially workshops for
12

a personal psychological development. If anyone wishes to work on the farm additionally,
they are invited to do it.
In the next year the focus will be more on the agriculture again and then the already done
permaculture installations will be used to overcome the biological and climatological
challenges. After some decades the trees will be grown to a prosperous food forest. A
further part of the farm will have perennial plants too.
When working on the farm, sustainability is achieved also by working on the spiritual
dimension of sustainability. That means that besides the farming work some time for
somebody’s own psychology, soul or personal needs is spent.
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4

Materials and method

To collect the data the semi-structured interview was chosen as a qualitative measure. Then
the projects needed to be found. An important step on which a lot of time was spent. Finally,
these projects were visited, and experts were interviewed.

4.1 Semi-structured Interviews
The focused information cannot be achieved with a fixed alternation of question and
answers. To understand how sustainability is achieved it is important to explore the issues
in depth. The challenges can be individually different and their size too. Perhaps the actual
challenges are found where they were not expected before. The interviewee must have the
freedom to choose what he wants to talk about. These would be limited in a very structured
interview. A semi structured interview allows for this type of open interaction. Instead of
using a strict guide it is adapted to the issues that are addressed by the interviewee (Clifford
et al 2016:105).
Thus, instead of a questionnaire a guideline for the interview was created. The filled
guidelines can be found in appendix I. It is structured to the three dimensions of
sustainability extended to the political dimension like mentioned in chapter 2.1.
Furthermore, questions about the organization are asked, which will be included in the
description of the study area. Questions about a network can give further possibilities for
getting to know good examples of sustainability. The last category of questions will be
about general issues. So, the mistake is avoided, that something stays unsaid because not
the specific questions were asked. In addition, it serves the need of the interviewee still to
say something he wishes to.
The interviewee should be chosen depending on his knowledge and experience (Clifford et
al 2016:108). It should be somebody who has an overview about almost everything what
affects the project. In the case of the interviewed projects, it is usual to find one main
organizer. An appointment for an interview with them was arranged.

4.2 Choosing the projects
There are lots of projects in Europe which have different aims to change issues concerning
food production. To select projects some requirements must be set. The projects should all
be non-profit, provide an improvement for the environment and have a variation in the
surrounding conditions to each other. Last issue will be ensured with internationality, a
variation in cultural background.
14

4.2.1

Non-profit

The projects chosen for this study should be non-profit and not focusing on creating big
revenues. Sometimes, projects focus on the economical factor, thus actions on the social
and environmental components are more limited. For example, innovations for the
environment are disregarded which are not promising a financial benefit. This happens
especially in that kind of projects which are acting at the economic market like in industrial
agriculture. On the other hand, non-profit-organizations are promising in not be ruled by
economics completely and in working sustainable.
Moreover, non-profit projects have a special vulnerability and are more sensitive towards
changes or challenge. The analyzed scenarios will be imaginable and similar for all the
projects. In that way good ideas can be spread that are useful for all the projects. The ideas
and solutions of economical focused projects could possibly not be reasonable transferred.
4.2.2

Improvement for the Environment

The projects should aim to use an agricultural technique, method etc. to improve the
agricultural practice and to solve problems. Main problems for the environment can be seen
in the unsustainable food production including e. g. the issues named in the first sentence
of this thesis. Examples for the improvement could be urban farming, silvopasture or other
agroforestry. How good the other social, financial and political components of
sustainability are achieved will be additionally proofed.
4.2.3

Variation in cultural background

Although all the projects should have many common characters, we want to reach a big
variation. Projects are chosen from both urban and rural areas. Besides, the choice will be
rich because the chosen projects will be from different parts in Europe. All countries have
different conditions, different political, historical and cultural backgrounds. In that way a
higher possibility of interesting challenges and problems can be registered. Thus, it can
have the benefit that problems solved somewhere else in Europe can help solve problem
somewhere else. Also in discussions it can help to convince others when the possibilities
are known.
4.2.4

Sources for finding projects

Through internet research some internet databases could be checked to find projects
fulfilling the requirements set in the framework of this research. The foundation
“Anstiftung” has a database with over 600 community gardens, mostly urban gardens
(Anstiftung 2017). However, these gardens are only in Germany. A second database is the
atlas of COST – Urban Agriculture Europe project, ran by the University of Aachen (COST
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2017). Similarly, “Seeds of a Good Anthropocene”, is a database created through a
collaboration of different universities worldwide including the Stockholm university
(SoGA 2017).
These databases have shown, that they are not complete. Not all interesting projects could
be found there. Already the project “stadsjord”, which was registered by accident during
the residence in Sweden, was not in any database and could not be found through using
google in English language. That’s why also the author’s personal network was activated.
Many foreign acquaintances, who have an interest in sustainability, were contacted to
survey their neighborhood in search of these types of projects. The advantage was that these
people know their regional area and know the spoken language. Thus, their online search
returns better results. These responses gave some good potential projects.
4.2.5

The choice of the project

All the collected potential projects were contacted per email and an interview with their
main organizer was requested. With some projects there were conflicts with their
requirements or scheduling for appointments. Finally, six projects agreed on scheduling
appointments to visit the compound and interview a project leader. The chosen projects
fulfilled the described requirements and have qualified for the named goals. In addition,
the individual advantages for analyzing these projects should be mentioned:
Stadsjord is in Sweden, popular for its welfare states and for higher regulations. This can
mean higher obstacles. The specific feature of the Cityfarm in Augsburg is a special
engagement in cultural landscape maintenance. The city of Berlin is famous for being
liberal and visionary. Its urban farming culture is big as well. It can be observed which
special skills were developed there. In the Netherlands a showcase for a food forest is
visited. The Vegetarium project is located in Bulgaria. Bulgaria belongs to the European
Union, but it is less developed then all other projects. In that way an optimal possibility for
getting a wide range of challenges and solutions will be collected and analyzed.

4.3 Visiting and interviewing
The named projects were visited in summer 2017. It was preferred to visit them personally.
In that way the conversation can be held in a personal way and at the same time the projects
observe the project’s practice.
The interviews in Germany were held in German. The notes in the appendix were
translated. Whereas the interviews in the Netherlands, Sweden and Bulgaria were held in
English. The main protocol was done by writing notes. In that way no further time for
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writing down an audio recording was spent. That would have been necessary because at
the end all information must be available in a text. Thus, a text can be created that includes
all projects. The Interview in Bulgaria was complemented with audio recordings, which
was started on demand of the interviewee.
All the notes and written protocols can be found in the appendix I. The format and fonts
were adapted for better processing.
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5

Result

The results of this study are presented according to the structure of the environmental,
social, financial and political dimension of sustainability. If it is not mentioned different,
the information is taken from the interviews, which can be found in appendix I. The results
have been furthermore categorized as it is illustrated in Figure 7. This is also kind of
compact summary. A more extensive summary and overview can be found in the appendix
III.

Figure 7: Ways to achieve sustainability: Compact summary

5.1 Environmental dimension
The analyzed projects are using several methods to be less stressing to nature compared to
conventional agricultural practices. One field of doctrines which plays a big role for most
projects is permaculture. Likewise, other beneficial traditional methods are used which
contributes to a high biodiversity. Further benefit included friendly way of keeping animals.
Plants grown in the city have a greening effect. Another method, aquaponic, is minimizing
the stress on the environment while being very productive. Consequently, resources such
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as water are saved. Thus, environmental sustainable food is produced which can be sold
and served to customers.
5.1.1

Used principles of Permaculture

The agricultural concepts of permaculture supply several methods to adapt human
interactions to the nature. That follows in a balance between nature and humans. It is
exactly what environmental sustainability should look like. The used sources of knowledge
to create a permagarden are diverse: assigned professionals are planning the garden, several
books are used, and useful workshops are offered on the educational market. In the
following some examples how permaculture in the observed projects is used are explained
more detailed.
A sloppy morphology can result in erosion. Disadvantageous for a farm. The dense clay
soil enforces the surface run off. Zigzag formed terraces control the runoff and stops soil
degradation. But already now the soil of the Vegetarium farm is degraded a lot. To fight
soil degradation a method called “hügelculture” is well known. Some little hills (German
“Hügel”) existing out of manure and branches are created. This provides fertile soil in the
Bulgarian Balkan Mountains and in the forest around Gothenburg. Another measure is to
dig longer trenches, which are filled with trunks and further litter to create humus in long
term.
A further point that needs to be concerned is the climate. The possibility to influence it
through the atmosphere is almost impossible. But permaculture is providing several tricks
to create microclimates on the ground. Holes are dug where warmth can be stored. Even
chestnut starts to grow there which is remarkable in the harsh continental climates of
northern Bulgaria. Having microclimates is a further big profit in food forests beneath the
trees. But already in the times before the trees are big, microclimates can rise up under the
long grasses like thistles and nettles. Therefore, the started process to do weeding and cut
the grasses was cancelled. At such places plants like berries, which are used to have
shadow, feel comfortable and produce big harvest.
Permaculture farms can be structured in different zones. From zone 1 to 7 the maintenance
is decreasing while the wilderness increases. A first zone is next to the house where plants
are growing, which need a lot of care e.g. tomatoes. Doing so, these plants are easy to reach
and automatically spent attention. Trees are planted more in an outer zone. Especially fruit
trees like apple or chestnut. But trees like linden as well. They provide mostly healing
components.
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Figure 8: From the conference hall on the Vegetarium farm the more caring plants
can be seen, calendula and tomatoes.
Source: Own photography

An aquatical zone is included in the planning and additionally the unnoticed places like
boarders and edges have a use. In consequence, thorn hedges are grown instead of fences.
The birds help with that. They transport the seeds through there facies to areas, where they
are attracted by other plants.
One further principle of permaculture which should be mentioned is the entitlement to close
natural cycles. One cycle is to create its own descendants. To start, the garden homozygous
plants need to be planted. Since seeds are produced by big chemical companies, this cannot
be taken for granted. While using homozygous seeds the own grown plants can be used
every year.
Another permacultural cycle is the cycle of organic matter. All projects are composting
biodegradable waste on a compost. It is even possible to enhance the composting process
by adding worms (e.g. eisenia fetida) or using microbes in a Bokashi fermentation. The
Bokashi fermentation has the advantage that the composting process is short (6-8 weeks)
and the CO2-equivalent emissions are much lower compared to conventional compost
(Bosch et al. 2015). Also compost toilets are installed. The urine is separated from the feces.
This human manure can be used to compost for humus. Whereas the urine can be diluted
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with ten parts of water and used as nitrogen fertilizer. Human manure is not seen as the
perfect ingredient to produce humus because it needs more time to compost. Nevertheless,
the use of compost toilets should be extended to replace two conventional flushing toilet
containers.
A bigger action is the cooperation with food banks in Berlin. Lots of donated food is already
molded or it becomes molded later. That means big expenses for the food bank charities.
To give a support and to profit from the potential humus they decided to collect the well
sorted organic waste. After shredding, they are stored to rot. The project is supported and
attended by the Technical University of Berlin.
5.1.2

Handling vermin and weeds

No Herbicides are in use. Weeding is done manually by hand. In that way it is differed
which plants have a benefit from giving a shadow or standing in symbiosis.
Snails are a threat. They eat the harvest of salads and other vegetables. To get rid of these
unwelcomed animals the solution can be to hold some natural enemies. That can be
achieved by holding ducks or by creating a habitat for frogs and toads. Those favorites are
snails and other vermin.
Also in a self-caring food forest, the function of natural enemies is necessary. But it
happens automatically. In the early stage of the food forest the plants were vulnerable. On
an ordinary blank field (Figure 9) some lonely trees were planted. Nothing else then these
young trees attracted caterpillars. A pest broke out, what should have been limited through
organic pesticides. But before starting, it was discovered that birds started to eat the
caterpillars. Finally, only few trees became victims of this pest. The birds settled because
they had a nice habitat one kilometer away. During time the place got more divers and less
vulnerable what can be imagined from the sky (Figure 10). The species support each other.

Figure 9: Conventional blank field
before starting the food forest.

Figure 10: Food forest in between the
conventional agriculture.

Source: Van Eck (2017)

Source: Foodforest Kettelbroek (2017)
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5.1.3

Using traditional and old practices

Much knowledge in permaculture is benefiting from traditional knowledge. Still, other
educations from old times are in use. It is tried to copy and to update the measures of old
farmer societies like the Swedish Torpas. They were cultivating the poor soils on the
bedrocks of southern Sweden hundreds of years ago.
The use of old species for plants rabbits, sheep and goats give higher resilience towards
stress. Although the sheep wool has sometimes disadvantages, their qualities in getting
along with harsh conditions outside in winter contributed to decide for this specie.
Similar benefits apply for old species of the flora too. Those seeds should be collected goal
from the allotments of Berlin. With a transportable shop on an electric-bike, allotments will
be visited, and seeds exchanged. It is not only the exchange of seeds. Also, the
intensification of exchange with the allotment gardeners itself is precious. Furthermore,
campaigns of the university to distribute species of old plants makes it possible to plant old
species in grasslands. It is obvious: several measures to save species from extinction and
to improve the biodiversity are in use.
5.1.4

Contribution to biodiversity

Different measures are benefiting the biodiversity. With this aim several lines of
“hügelculture” developed degraded Bulgarian farmland to bushes of blackberries and new
habitats of birds, bees and other insects. These birds are additionally spreading the plants.
When digging machines formed the land, the open soil is covered immediately with
vegetation, what avoids degradation. Bushes not only give habitats. Additionally, they can
stop the wind what creates better living conditions for flora and fauna. At a pond water
species can prosper and it stays completely untouched. In this way the food forest is
accepted to act as a habitat for a lot of species.
A good biodiversity was the conclusion of the analysis that was done by the Van Hall
Larenstein university in Leeuwarden (see Table 1). They were counting and comparing the
number of species and individuals in the food forest and the Natura 2000 nature reserve
“De Bruuk” one km away from the Foodforest Kettelbroek. 2,5 ha each was observed in
April, May and June 2016. It showed that the food forest has a little higher biodiversity.
Moreover, the number of individuals of ground beetles and night butterflies are bigger in
the food forest.
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Table 1: Comparison of biodiversity of Foodforest Kettelbroek and nature reserve
De Bruuk.
Source: adapted and translated, Foodforest Kettelbroek (2017).

Birds
Area

Night butterflies

De

Kettelbroe

Bruuk

k

Area

De

Kettelbroek

Ground beetles
Area

Bruuk

De

Kettelbroek

Bruuk

Species

23

22

Species

168

169

Species

27

35

Bird’s

49

49

Amount

1411

2375

Amount

284

497

nest
Conformity 36,4%

Conformity 39,6%

Conformity 8,8%

(identical species in both areas)

(identical species in both areas)

(identical species in both areas)

Likewise, biodiversity is supported by creating habitats in insect hotels, where even rare
species can be recognized. Also creating a diverse landscape through meadows, lakes or
poor grasslands (Figure 11) supports the diversity of species.

Figure 11: The different sights of the "Helle Oase" with high biodiversity
Source: Own Photography

Moreover, holding cattle is contributing to biodiversity. The sheep are maintaining the poor
grassland landscape which needs to be mowed regularly. In that way endangered grasses
and insects do not get extinct. This culture landscape maintenance is even done by order of
the official landscape preservation program. Therefore, projects and its extensive measures
can contribute to the work of the environmental administration. Creating some wet lands,
as a part of the eco system food forest, was a big benefit for the water authority. These new
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retention spaces helped high water preservations. The water authority was building this
change of the food forest profile.
Similarly, pigs can create benefits for the landscape. Invasive neophytes are something the
environmental administration is concerned. The giant hogweed is a neophyte which is so
phototoxic to humans that it can result in injuries comparable to high-degree burn. But that
does not seem to decrease the pigs’ appetite. They eat everything that they can find in their
compound, also giant hogweed. Still one year later the plant did not resettle in the places
where the pigs were grazing (see Figure 12).

Figure 13: Pastured pigs in their Figure 12: Foreground of grassland: area of
previous year. Background of grassland:
compound.
Giant hogweed outside the old compound.
Source: Own photography

Source: Own photography

5.1.5

Specie appropriate animal husbandry

The animal husbandry is very species appropriate in the projects. The conditions are most
times so good that the term animal friendly makes more sense. In the silvopasture or on the
fallow land the pigs have a lot of space in their fenced area. The goats are taken for a walk
because of strict restrictions for the goat’s compound. Everybody who gets in contact with
the animals can feel that the animals respond to the attention they are getting. Consequently,
the animals are open hearted and friendly. Pigs don not like to be lonely. For getting a
company, a male pig got moved to a woman which is pastured in a town some minutes
away. A good life compared to conventional animal holding. For rabbits this means they
can run around in their compound during the day. In the night they stay in large cages.
After having this heartful caring most animals will still be killed in the end. For killing
there is the wish to avoid car transport of the animals what minimizes the stress.
Slaughtering on the field is an option. The animal can stay in its usual environment and the
transport is not applying. But the legal requirements are very big. There is almost nobody
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offering this service. That’s why they need to be transported to a slaughterhouse 50 km far
away.
A kind of grey zone was possible to be used in Sweden until early 2017 when it was
forbidden to kill the pigs by shooting in the silvopasture forest. The pastured pig-specie in
the forest was an old specie very related to the wild pig. The slaughterhouse accepted the
pigs as a good from hunting. But in the end, it became obligatory for the slaughterhouse to
accept this pig-specie only alive.
Respect to the animals is also given when bees are held. Only so much honey is taken that
the bees can still nourish themselves with it. So, no substitutes need to be added. In that
way, the bees enjoy the nutritional benefits of honey which mankind is enjoying too. This
helps bees to be more resistant against illnesses.
5.1.6

Greening the city

When there are gardens in the denser parts of the city, holding animals is made very
unattractive through regulations or by forbidding it directly in contracts. In that case, it is
concentrated only on plants. With plants, pioneer trees and vegetables in transportable high
beds it is contributed to greening the city at the Moritzplatz what can be seen easily in
Figure 14 to Figure 16. But in addition, other places are greened. Companies and schools
are only some type of clients who made order to get a little urban garden created. In that
way at many spots of Berlin green and nourishing high beds can be found. That means a
land use change from sealed soil to green area of 2100 m2. It is improving the urban climate
and living conditions.

Figure 14: The Moritzplatz in 2008 without the Prinzessinnengarten and the greened
space six years later.
Source: Nomadisch Grün (2017)
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Figure 15: The pioneer tree Rubina grew in
the last 8 years.

Figure 16: Transportable high
beds are greening the city.

Source: Own photography

Source: Own photography

5.1.7

Aquaponic

Besides, an aquaponic farm is developed. Aquaponic is a part of new era of farming. In this
system vegetables and fish are produced on high productivity. Less fertilizer, freshwater or
further resources are needed per output. It does not stress the environment comparatively.
Besides it can improve the situation in the overfished seas. More and process steps in the
development are taken and soon the fish fodder will be produced itself in the plantations.
Biologists of this business give the fish farming of “stadsjord” a very good rating in animal
friendliness.
5.1.8

Distributing sustainable food

Food which is grown in a sustainable way is demanded a lot. Higher class restaurants can
be delivered with vegetables or meat. Sometimes the restaurants harvest themselves,
without any discount for the vegetables and fruits. Especially the species from abroad are
exciting for modern young style restaurants.
Fishes from aquaponic are offered through an internet platform to private homes. But
especially higher-class restaurants are belonging to the clientele and have an interest to pay
the high bills for sustainable food. These restaurants are the exclusive customers for the
pigs out of the silvopasture.
Not all projects produce the amount of food to serve their participants needs or to sale a
surplus. But especially in harvest times all the urban gardeners can take a lot of food home.
But shopping on conventional markets is still necessary. That is also not the aim. Instead
the aim is to spread and multiplicate knowledge.
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In the food forest the possibility of creating food in an extensive way is proven. After 15
years it can be possible that the 2,5 ha of forest eco system and its mechanisms (e. g. self
succession and self-fertilization) will produce an amount of harvest that will feed 12 people
for the whole year. Almost all nutrients will be covered then. But the food habits would
have to change because not all fruits are on the middle European menu today. Especially
carbohydrates are a minority. Figure 17 shows a harvest of summer 2017 with many fruits
and berries.

Figure 17: Harvest of the Foodforest Kettelbroek
Source: Foodforest Kettelbroek (2017)

5.1.9

Handling water and energy

A further challenge in acting sustainably concerning the environment is handling the water
or energy supply. Many spots where the projects are acting, do not have any access to
official supply of electricity or water. The electricity consumption is brought to a minimum,
but in some cases generators are used. That CO2 emitting technique can be replaced by
solar panels, which were already part of a donation.
In the water supply more effort must be invested. Groundwater cannot be used when the
soil is contaminated. Instead the neighbors are helping. Through a tank-trailer it is possible
to deliver 2000 liters. Furthermore, rainwater is collected. But unfortunately, the times of
no rain can be long, so rain water resource often does not have enough capacity.
Similar challenges apply for using a spring. The morphology is penalizing the farms in the
Bulgarian Balkan Mountains. When grey clouds are coming, one can observe them in the
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valley and above the mountains around. But the farm itself stays dry. But still a source is
existing. Approximately 200l per day can be used. Which is too little for irrigation in that
continental climate. Consequently, the area is explored to find some more springs. The
water should be held back before it gets lost in the karst caves. The surface run-off should
be stored, and some lakes created. In those places water fauna can establish habitats what
enriches the ecosystem. The municipal’s environmental experts were informed about that
issue. They did not see any problems, but they did not give a permit either.
In Addition, cost efficiency and easy methods were used, which somebody would call
esoteric. A helix was hanged at the plum tree (see Figure 18) which should help picking up
water from a radius of 1,5 m around. The little young plum trees at which such a tool was
hanging survived till today. On the other hand, trees without helix were not able to
withstand drought and cold.

Figure 18: Helixes, as esoteric helpers for water supply were successful
Source: Own photography
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5.2 Social dimension
The analyzed projects are moreover putting effort in being social sustainable. Not
everything happens on purpose. Many actions can affect several dimensions e. g. an
environmental and animal friendly husbandry can cause conflicts with the people in the
neighborhood. But on the other hand, the animals can play an entertaining role for the
people passing by. That attracts the interest of the media. Through spreading knowledge
by giving lectures the people can be educated on different levels. Extending the social
sustainability dimension with a self-caring part, also one’s individual psychological needs
can be served.
5.2.1

Relation with the neighborhood

All these projects are entering an existing social system, where everybody needs to act with
other participants. Many people need to get to know a new principle of agriculture or even
a new way of life. Trust of the neighborhood needs to be won. Distrust can be caused by
the unconventional methods the projects use. Some conflicts with the neighborhood needed
to be handled at the start of the projects.
Conflicts can also peak in sabotage. Metal fences, which were easy to reach by car, were
stolen. Path marks for visitors where detached or water pipes were damaged. In the
Bulgarian village a group of opponents was rising. But nobody on the farm reacted to this
provocation, consequently the situation did not escalate. After some years the situation
became better, what could mean that the enemies did not have a wide support in the rural
population. Many people are buying the self-made products like herbal mixtures, apple
vinegar or massage cream on the local market. Sabotage became a rarity. It can be a result
that addressed people and events were reduced in size. From 850 people in the early years
to some couple in the last year. Today it resulted that neighbors give early bird information
about new areas that are sold. To expand the farm or for some friends of the project there
is an interest to buy houses and ground. That shows that the relationship with neighbors is
finally good.
Conflicts with neighbors can be calmer as well or even not existing. There is always a nice
greeting when they are passing the food forest. But the size of forest’s area is marginal
compared to the neighborhood. Even when hares may hide during hare hunting, no
complaints are heard. Furthermore, there is an open offer for the neighbors. A public path
goes through part of the food forest, and benches are inviting to rest. By spatial planning
this is a duty which needs to be fulfilled.
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Further public offers for neighbors to come around can be a snacking garden with berry
bushes next to a playground. Likewise, maintaining the original use of the area contributes
having neighbor’s support. In this case it was an existing short cut path. That follows the
principle of being completely open and accessible without fences. On the other hand,
having no fences has disadvantages. That is reflected by the stolen harvest by externals
what is taking place in the “Helle Oase”. That makes an amount of one third of the hole
yield. Besides vandalism is a problem, probably done by teenagers hanging around in the
garden and not respecting the work. That is very demotivating for the participants in the
project. Social workers talking with the teenager groups, let rise an optimism to change
their behavior to a more respectful one.
A way of having a better relationship with teenagers, can be their better integration. Some
cultural events like a cinema is attracting this age group. Through showing them some trust,
they will possibly show some respect too. Some teenagers hanging around in the “Gut
Hellersdorf” were meeting the gardeners by accident. The teenagers were welcomed, and
they got the code for the locker of the gate and access to the area. From this point on the
group was no externals anymore. Likewise, the Prinzessinnengarten is fenced but during
opening times, it is open to everybody. Then it is used by all walks of life: from hobos to
professors. Also, the neighbors can come inside to harvest themselves against payment.
5.2.2

Wowing the people

A further point to get the neighborhood involved, is to show big transparency. Silvopasture
is done behind an electrical fence, but this can be accessed by public. In that way everybody
can see the almost free running pigs or goats. Sitting in the car or public transport is passing
the forest as well. In former times the pigs were held in the middle of a suburb. So many
people were walking through the park and got entertained by the cute pigs. These strategies
make the food production more transparent and an interest in animal friendly pasturing will
result. In consequence there will be bigger awareness concerning pasture conditions and
that will improve them. The cattle will feel nicer soon.
Not always people can get permit to get access to the farm area. In Augsburg the risk, that
the animals get mistreated or stolen, is valued as too big. Therefore, the farm is closed.
Instead on monthly open days people can come around and have access with escort.
Moreover, several fests per year enables the urban gardening projects to get in an exchange
with interested people and show their offers. The fest’s program can consist of different
actions like making hay or doing smith work. Families can come with their kids and people
who are interested to join the work. That can include activities like airbrush tattoo, jump
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castle, smith-work, scything a "Schnippel"-party, where random people create a meal in a
relaxed party atmosphere or a weekly movie show.
5.2.3

Spreading knowledge

Several forms of entertaining events are organized to attract people, multiplicate
understanding and knowledge of a sustainable lifestyle. Other events are organized with
having an education focus. It exists an interest of educating the next generation, because in
the early years of life, deficits of environmental education can be avoided. The deficit today
can create anger, e. g. when mold food is fed to the animals. Schools use some projects for
educational programs, what serves a big demand of their parents.
During the holidays, kids can join an all-day program, with games and work all about the
subject gardening. Besides the adults have a demand for more intense education, what is
served with workshops. The contents are e. g. herbs-knowledge or how to apply for
funding.
What seems to be a new trend during the last years in Berlin, is that many companies are
doing some voluntary social days. Some companies choose gardening within the projects
to take some days of from work. In that way the company has a team event and they are
helping some non-profit organisations. The projects not only benefit of the working time
spent on the farms, also a not negligible donation is the standard.
A further way of spreading knowledge is to create a sustainability center, which is in
planning process around Gothenburg. Food production is done in the same building
complex where a restaurant is processing the food. A big kitchen will make it possible to
include cooking and eating in workshops. By this means, more people and will be attracted
to the project and education will be experienced on a very new level.
Knowledge is spread to professionals in university or to students as well. So, many of
environmental related courses a visit to a sustainable project is included. Through the
lectures to universities and especially for companies or municipalities a significant income
can be created. Also, students are bringing their ideas through writing an examination paper
in accord with the projects. In that way external ideas are brought in.
Knowledge from universities is brought in the projects too. Services are provided to the
people that have the knowledge, e. g. in caring about the garden of a university professor.
In exchange the very helpful knowledge is taught. But not only the scientific knowledge
can be useful. Recommendable is also to benefit from experienced people's knowledge. For
instance, the neighbor’s elderlies who were working already for several years on the area
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can contribute their expertise. People from older generations are still very happy when they
get the feeling, that they are still needed in these modern times.
5.2.4

Public interest

In the last years an interest in sustainable food is increasing. The projects are involved in
this public interest. Especially when it has also an entertaining part for the people and when
the media gets excited. That is the case when you are holding pigs in the city. At minimum
ten internet bloggers were writing about them and some TV-station were visiting the pigs
(see Figure 19).

Figure 19: Pigs attracting TV and public interest.
Source: stadsjord (2017)

Holding sheep on university’s grassland creates contact for the students to the cattle. Such
contact is so rare in the today`s society and it contributes to a disalienation. An alienation
showed as well that vandalism of the sheep was expected from some administrators. What
is a ridiculous expectation from the sheep holder’s point of view.
These measures create public interest and increases presence in the media. Even tourists
guide publishers become attracted. Tourists can fill the restaurant and bring money. But
much observers are crowding the garden and cumbering the gardeners. That’s why the
attention is regulated, and tourist’s guidebooks avoided. But media gives these projects
normally a good image, what has a lot of advantages. E. g. public attraction helps in
existential crisis when the project should be abandoned from the land.
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5.2.5

The role of helpers

All the attraction can have several effects. The most useful is perhaps, that some people
feel motivated to put some personal commitment in this topic or even in the project. The
projects are mainly open to everybody. No matter if somebody has experience or not. In
open gardening times everybody can join. Childs which play around are joining
spontaneously or only guests who come ones. But the big majority who expresses its will
to join, are coming rarely in the end. When there is only one appointment it is difficult for
most people to join because of having same appointment at the same time.
The appointment of the team meetings at Prinzessinnengarten are openly published in the
internet. In that way everybody new can join. In that meetings everybody can bring in their
issues like new ideas or support in a personal project. In that way many people can have a
try to realize their own ideas. It is required that it is discussed in the group and that
everybody agrees that it is in accordance with the team's values. In that way they established
a big spectrum of offers and activities. Not all ideas succeed but it is always worth a try.
Nevertheless, this a way to make a lot of ideas becoming reality.
The team members work independently with the resources which they get offered. On the
other hand, tasks like decision making are brought to main organizers, which brings their
capacity early to a limit. A strategy to achieve a better distribution of responsibilities is to
build up a structure with low hierarchies. It opens the minds and possibilities and empowers
dynamics. To achieve that the structures are kept low. That means, for example, that
nobody wants to be the boss or an official expert for a specific knowledge. But the legal
frame of the law is defining some bosses. This presents a difficulty in achieving a nonhierarchy-culture.
Even some people working in the projects can create an income working in the restaurant
or working in projects which have a funding. But most people work voluntarily. The
question, who may claim money or works voluntarily is a topic which must be handled
sensitively and continuously. The situation should be fair. In the Prinzessinnengarten
people who earn money have the duty to do the unpopular administration work.
Some people are working in rehabilitation, due to the healing function of the forest or
animals. Finding again a relation back to working life gains the ability to be productive
again. After a burn out or other psychological disease they can join a program to start
working slowly again and to increase their weekly working time.
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5.2.6

A further dimension of sustainability: the individual inside

Like already explained in chapter 2.1 some further dimension can be added to the usual
three dimensions of sustainability. The usual social dimension is focusing on immaterial
soft benefits for the community. So, on plural subjects. On the other hand, the individual
subject can be focused on. Taking care and working on somebody’s own psychology. It
follows the assumption that real sustainability can only be achieved if somebody may not
forget oneself. This need is deserved by taking care of somebody’s own spiritual and
psychological needs. Figure 1 is showing some content of this concept and the relation to
the usual dimensions. For the workers who stay and work on the Vegetarium farm also,
time for personal exercises are included in the daily schedule. One part is physical like
yoga. Others are meditating or own psychological mental work. Support and help and ideas
for exercises are always given by the organizers.
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5.3 Financial dimension
The analyzed non-profit projects need money to achieve their goals. Sources for gaining
money in agriculture is usually the distribution and selling of yields. The projects are not
only offering food, education programs as well or designing gardens. Income is also created
in those ways. A further service is landscape maintenance, what the environmental
administration are paying for. How the income of some project is combined is shown in
figure 20. The analyzed projects are very precious for a change in agriculture or society.
Therefore, they may apply for funding programs. Not only money also non-monetary
contributions help. Besides, a low-cost strategy reduces the cost.
5.3.1

Distributing and selling the food

The main aim for agricultural enterprises is to produce food and to gain money out of it.
The analyzed projects are focusing on that not same as hardly. But it plays a role. The
number of sales of own produced food is differing and the contribution to the income too.
Direct sold fresh food can make a share in the income of 1-20%.

Figure 20: Approximate shares of different sources of income
Source: Own Illustration
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Selling processed food in a restaurant or café brings the income in a very comfortable
situation and can create the biggest share. Furthermore, dried herbs, massage cream, dried
fruits are sold products. Plants and seed can exceed even more income than fresh fruits and
vegetables themselves. Besides, yearly meetings are arranged where gardeners are
exchanging their seeds. As a registered association (in Germany “e. V.”) nothing may be
sold. Instead the seeds are given against donations.
Different distribution channels are used. People can come around and harvest themselves,
on the market of the village the products are offered and gets a frequent demand or
platforms in the Internet are used. In a planned sustainable center, the farm can be
connected to the restaurant directly. This mutual connection will ensure food sales and
profitability.
5.3.2

Charges for education programs

Knowledge is spread through educating the people and this is also a way to create an
income. That can make 40% of the income through giving lectures. Participants are
students from the universities, municipalities or interested privates. But to gain money for
giving courses in environmental education can sometimes be difficult. Big competitors are
public environmental foundations when their education is free of charge.
Vegetarium courses for cooking are given included in an integral approach program
operated in Switzerland. Through the difference of costs, the earning is six times higher
than in Bulgaria, where many investments can be financed then.
Moreover, the idea was pursued not to declare prices for courses, events or accommodation.
The principle of pay what you can and want. But the experience showed that the donated
money could not cover the costs. Not everybody was able to value the work and transfer it
in a fair payment. Now the prices were fixed and people with trust can choose the price
they want to pay. This model improved the situation.
5.3.3

Designing gardens

The demand for sustainable agriculture is satisfied directly through building gardens. That
enables employees of companies to relax in greenery during breaks or environmental
classes in schools. Through constructing gardens approximately, a third of the income can
be generated.
For constructing gardens, a subsidiary for the “Nomadisch Grün gGmbH” a charitable Ltd.
was generated. That subsidiary creates the income for the actions of the project. In that way
many ideas of the participants can be financed and realized. Although a charitable limited
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may create incomes, this legal form including the subsidiary makes difficulties. Every year
the tax declaration is complicated.
Not only money is taken, also knowledge is gained in exchange for creating a garden. So,
Dr. Pashkulev taught his knowledge about healthy food, which is used in practice in courses
and on the farm now.
Municipalities, environmental agencies or companies can profit from the project’s services
directly. In Berlin-Hellersdorf cultural and recreational offerings should be developed.
Hellersdorf has a big percentage of deprived people. In consequence municipality engaged
the urban garden project to do similar work, similar like they did already in the more central
and developed quarter Berlin-Kreuzberg. It was a big aim of the gardeners to check if the
project is in balance with the values of the group’s consciousness. Besides they wanted to
have complete freedom in deciding what to do. Finally, in an old GDR-farm an open
community garden and a weekend cinema was started. From all over the quarter people
should be attracted. All these actions are paid by the budget which is financed by the
municipality.
5.3.4

Environmental maintenance

The landscape of middle of Europe is cultivated already for centuries. In that way
ecosystems developed a big richness of species. This eco systems need to be maintained e.
g. mowed in a sustainable way. The landscape conservation federation is taking care of this
need. The herds of sheep are perfect to do this job and the project gets a loan for making
the herd’s service of mowing. Similarly eating invasive plants, like pigs do is a service
contributing to the environmental maintenance. But it is not rewarded yet.
Furthermore, a potential is existing to gain a little income, if the garden is transferred into
a compensating area. These areas are needed when somewhere land use is changed to a
sealed constructed area. For this it must fulfill requirements, which mainly means to have
a benefit for the environment. The farm is of course a cultivated area but has an
extraordinary biodiversity. That’s why there is a potential.
In creating the perfect profile for a food forest also the municipal water authority was
participating. They had the interest to build retention space for a possible high water. A
pond was really fitting in the food forest to enrich the ecosystem’s biodiversity with water
liking species. That improves additionally the forest’s resilience. Because of the water
authority’s benefit, they dug some ponds and some elevations. The profile for the forest
was finished then.
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5.3.5

Funding and sponsorship

A mechanism of politics or other welfare foundations to support sustainable projects is
giving financial funding. It is a big bureaucracy to apply for it. Ones always must apply
every year for funding, if somebody wants to create a yearly income. That can mean to
spend a third of daily working time on this issue. For getting a first big investment, it is
always helpful to sacrifice this effort. The funding was used in the projects to employ some
professional garden planners, to build parts of a conference hall, to cover development
costs, to buy fertile soil, tractors or digging machines.
But there are a lot of reasons to minimize the funding. Funding has a lot of restrictions and
ones cannot be secure about continuity because political parties are changing.
Consequently, it is the aim to work autarkic and to have a direct relation, where the money
is generated from. The freedom of using the money is limited by regulations. A foundation
or the state, who is the organizer for European Union funding, sometimes creates scenarios
of pressure, what wants to be avoided.
Also, companies can have an interest to finance the projects with sponsorship. The good
image of the project can rub off on the company and provide positive public relations. Some
companies are even awarded for their environmental engagement. But after the award they
stopped the financial support, what shows that there was different interpretation of working
sustainable.
5.3.6

Non-monetary help

Through non-monetary help further benefit is created. Especially all the voluntary helpers
are the basis for many projects. Without them only a small part of the effort would be
possible. Instead of money permits or tolerance is helping as well. The landowner’s
acceptance was the key to pasture the pigs on their land in the center of the city. Nonmonetary help can also look like that housing companies are helping with building material
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Figure 21: Lists of needed goods
Quelle: Cityfarm Augsburg (2017)

or people are donating several goods that are needed. For this purposes lists are published
in the internet (see Figure 21).
Also exchanges take place. So e. g. for giving some service they get some self-made
products like lamb meat. And of course, monetary donations are existing sometimes in
combination with non-monetary. The generosity arrives from local companies, families and
friends or the municipality through selling the land for half the price.

5.3.7

Low cost strategy

In different ways it is tried to save and to reduce the need of money. Costs can be hold to a
minimum through getting second-hand goods. Thus, recycled second-hand goods, which
are donated, are used e.g. old pallets, old boxes, old water trailers or old food for the
animals. Besides this recycling is saving resources. Moreover, sometimes new things are
donated like solar panels. Rents can be very low, when the land has really no use for
something else, e. g. because it is contaminated.
A food forest has very low maintenance costs in its nature, or almost none. Only an
investment at the beginning needs to be done. Buying the land and seeds. Till the forest’s
harvest will create a reasonable income, approximately 25 years will be over. This very
long-time investment is unusual in the today´s financial business. Discussions with banks
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about loans are difficult. The load of loans won’t be much different compared to normal
farmers. They pay back faster, but at the same time they take up some new loans again.
The payment of the workers is an option to minimize the expenses, while paying fair wages.
For people who had a psychological disease, e. g. burn out, a program to be introduced in
working environment again is offered. The Swedish government is running different
options. That includes funding for the wages. The working conditions in the healing nature
or around the animals is contributing by bringing the stress to a minimum. The wages are
funded by the labor office and so depending on the conditions around 75% of the wages
need to be paid.
German programs supporting low wages are the public voluntary services programs:
“Bundesfreiwilligendienst” (federal voluntary service) or “Freiwilliges soziales Jahr”
(voluntary social year). Young people may choose some beneficial employment to work,
what is mainly done directly after finishing high school with the age around 20. Projects
like the analyzed can apply for people out of this pool.
Voluntaries are a further source of workers. Through appealing over Facebook more than
enough people can be recruited for special events. Voluntary programs and internet
platforms are used like the European voluntary service or the webpage “workaway.info”.
They were working for board and lodging.
Not always the experience was satisfying. The board and lodging must be financed as well,
and when the project is not yielding yet, somebody still needs to go for work then. Today
the voluntaries are asked to pay some 25 Euros for the food. Most voluntaries agree.
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5.4 Political dimension
The attitude of politicians and the requirements of law can be a main factor in the success
of the projects. It is depending on the case and a can differ a lot. That’s why the support of
the administration and the policy is analyzed. To know the business of politics is always an
advantage, also when you are looking for the right place to do farming or gardening, what
is usually a challenge. All interviewees, who are doing in animals, complained about the
slaughtering regulations. Although they want to have good preconditions created by the
politics, there is the wish to work independent and free.
5.4.1

Support of the administration and policy

With new ideas or forms of agriculture, somebody can easily struggle with regulations
although the intentions always have a good purpose. The legal framework was not created,
to support innovative unusual measures. The conflicts or problems can differ from country
to country. So, it is forbidden to hold cattle like pigs in Germany, when you are not doing
it in a profitable way as a registered company. That is not the case for Sweden.
Obstacles begin already doing paper work for registration. Sometimes it is the known
complained efforts because a lot of permissions are needed what can exceed the number of
40. An effort you agree to, when you have such big innovative ideas. But for many people
it can be demotivating. Sometimes already filling the blanks is impossible. They are not
prepared for the properties of a creative form of agriculture which uses polyculture.
Prohibitions of trees, an ultimate part of a food forest, is an example of difficult regulations.
When the trees were discovered by remote sensing a penalty was pronounced. A penalty
was pronounced because remote sensing analysis showed no agricultural use. But during
the following flying visit the decision makers have been able to be convinced. They could
even be made enthusiastic because they recognized the high biodiversity. Finally, the
responsible national ministry of economics even offered themselves to change forms,
regulations about trees and to organize research with university.
There several examples that personal discussions with decision makers can be fruity. Also,
the major of the Bulgarian commune could be convinced and became a supporter of the
project. But the resistance of a lot opponents had to be resisted always. When there is no
support in the administration in general, it must not go along with hinders for the project.
They can keep calm. Still the usual measures in administration can function. Moreover, the
administration is tolerant towards investigations to find water. They do not give any
permissions, but they do not see any problems as well.
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In Sweden the city of Gothenburg is supporting the project. But usually too passive. There
is no support with finding new places or lowering rent or other initiatives. Although the
project is contributing to the sustainable image of the city. Possibly the project will get
headhunted soon.
In contrast administrations can also surprise with providing man power. The park and
gardens department sent some workers to free the grazing area for the sheep from toxic
plants. That was not expected and not a duty referring to their contract. Furthermore, it is a
statement, that an administrator in the city has installed the responsibilities for urban
farming projects in the job specifications.
5.4.2

Political background

When trouble with politics or regulations is coming up it is always good to know the
administrative process, one’s rights or one’s possibilities. No wonder that many project
leaders have political background like being active in parties, in local parliaments or
administrations.
Especially it helps when you know the decision makers. So, they are open for talks during
which can be convinced for getting support. Knowing the process when you get offended
by administration helped in staying chilled and to tread the path of convincing. Experiences
in spatial planning helped to choose the right places, an agricultural land with recreational
benefits.
5.4.3

Finding the area for farming or gardening

Finding places to do some farming brings owns some difficulties. It is rare that the
announcement is fitting to the purposes of the projects. Often the help of fortune is needed,
which is coming when somebody is open talking about his goals. Thus, the place can be
founded on a Sunday’s afternoon walk, asking target-orientated. It can be seen from outside
which gardens are not used so much. But sometimes much more effort is needed. To hold
pig’s in the city on a park area, the owner’s needed to be convinced a lot. Additionally, the
administration needed to be softened. Knowing higher authorities is a beneficial opener for
enabling discussions. Happiness and confidence is the normal result when prejudices and
doubt are eliminated in that way.
Sometimes these discussions can also end up in strange regulations. The silvopasture is
allowed in big fenced compounds for the pigs. Whereas the goats may only have an area
of 200 m2. But every day they are taken for some hours walk. Regulations can be high
obstacle and create stress in many qualities.
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On the other hand, it can also be situation, that the municipality is looking for somebody
to create a garden. In that way the area came first, and it must not be searched anymore,
what is more comfortable.
That it can be difficult to find new places, becomes life threatening for the project as soon
as they get abandoned from their area and must find a new one. Very often the contracts
are time limited. That makes it very difficult to plan. Nature is very patient and especially
when no intensive measures are used. A change in the government will risk that contracts
are not extended. Long term or unlimited contracts for rent can be a solution or even owning
the land is the best. That is the comfortable situation and very necessary for a food forest.
Thus, the forest can prosper to its maximum, what it does only after some decades.
But the threat of getting abandoned may appear regularly. That is the risk they take for
having a low rent. It happened in 2013 in Berlin when a company from their neighborhood
wanted to expand their business. Then a lot of signatures have been collected to avoid the
displacement and the political government ensured their support. But the municipal estate
company works political independent. By big publicity also the company got to know about
the situation of the garden. Surprisingly they did not know about the garden before. Soon
they lost their interest then. But it showed as well, that they must yield to construction plans
as soon they will be finished seriously.
On the other hand, the city administration can also be very helping in finding a new place.
But they may react only in emergency cases when the end of the projects is published
already. Finally, the project was saved through finding a new place.
5.4.4

Regulations about slaughtering

There are big complaints about the conditions of common slaughtering. It is making the
death even much more harmful than needed. The transport is hard for the animals and the
slaughterhouse itself has a smell which makes the animals feel a threatening atmosphere.
The best would be to slaughter them on the field, the area that they are used to. The penalties
for killing self, without fulfilling the very high requirements, are immense. Some field
slaughters are existing, but they are too rare. Also using a grey zone for hunting pigs cannot
be used anymore. Until some new people have started a new business in mobile
slaughtering, the animals must take the stressful transport to the slaughterhouse. The
transport is tried to be limited through finding a slaughterhouse next by. But to find such
slaughterhouses was becoming more difficult over the years.
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5.4.5

Trying to build distance to policy

There is a big interest not to be materialized by politics for their parties favors. A few times
some parties asked to use gardens in their election campaign. But that was refused.
All funding is a product of policy. It is an aim to keep their use low. A lot of requirements
are linked to the funding rules, what sets limits to the team’s possibilities. Also, bad
experiences were made with funding of the European Union, which were applied through
the Bulgarian state’s administration. The administration seems to interpret the regulations
in an arbitrary way. Because these strange interpretations got repeated several times, a
distrust rose and in consequence this national source of funding will be avoided if possible.
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6

Conclusion

The semi-structured interviews of the six projects showed a big range of measures to
achieve the dimensions of sustainability. Those which seem to give a remarkable potential,
or were noticeably often in use, are emphasized once more.
The permaculture is a doctrine, which is widely in use to create a sustainable garden.
Besides, less traditional methods like aquaponic gives new opportunities to nourish the
world. Similarly, a food forest is a hope giving method concerning food production on a
big scale. It becomes conceivable that this method can achieve this in balance with nature.
The used unconventional practices of agriculture can create distrust and negative
appearances like sabotage or vandalism. Empathy and communication with the
neighborhood is a way to create an atmosphere of trust which often results in mutual help.
All events inviting people from outside are contributing to that.
The very top of showing openness to outsiders is even to make regular team meetings open
for public. This is part of a non-hierarchy philosophy which can create positive group
dynamics.
Different and unusual educational programs for adults and children create interest and
income. For children this education can be a fundamental influence on their perspective on
food production for their whole life. All education programs are multiplying knowledge
what can fortify the movement of alternative agriculture even proportional. This can
definitely steer mindsets in a new direction.
Designing gardens improves the ecosystems and sometimes even the biodiversity of the
used area. Doing it for customers can solve the problem to find places where the positive
impact on the environment can be practiced.
Income can always be generated when somebody has a benefit from the project’s work.
Municipalities do see a use for the projects, when they want to upgrade their quarter.
Financial support can be very likely. Furthermore, municipalities’ environmental agencies
can profit from the project’s environmental maintenance. Not only sheep, but pigs as well
can have a big use. Such new ideas for services acquires new potential customers.
Private households and additionally restaurants show a serious demand in sustainable food.
The selling argument is the ethical value because of nice animal husbandry or sustainable
cultivation. A big event for the consumer are restaurants run by the projects themselves.
That can bring the project’s budget in comfortable situations.
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Politics should concentrate on their function of legislation and phase out obstacles. Fighting
for special treatment or against the influence of strong industries can be frustrating for the
projects. Politicians should have an interest in a change in agriculture. Moreover, funding
can limit the project’s freedom. But for first investments it is a useful income.
At the end of this study the political dimension would not have been chosen again as a
fourth dimension. Instead the spiritual dimension would replace it. During the research it
became most logic, that sustainable acting is only complete when in addition one’s personal
psychology is focused. Still in many projects it is only a byproduct and is not reflected in
the plans or schedules.
This study showed many possible ways to achieve sustainability. With these examples of
measures somebody can be motivated to start or improve his own project. There are various
possibilities to make a change. The process can be sometimes frustrating. But with these
challenges one is not alone in Europe or in the world. The ability to share and profit from
each other is a given thing.
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Appendix
I.

Interview-guideline including notes

I.I

Stadsjord, Gothenburg

Visited project [Name, location]

Stadsjord, Göteborg, Sweden.

Date, place of interview

12.06.2017, Mahogny Coffee Bar, Göteborg

Interviewee(-s); Interviewer

Niklas Wenneberg; interviewed by Tim Fasula

Environmental
What is the main agricultural content? How is the project impacting the environment?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Which agricultural practice/innovation?
○ Silvopasture, horticulture, urban agriculture?
○ What are the key points? What is done?
What are the improvements of your project for the environment?
Which impact does it have?
Why have you chosen these practices?
How do you implement scientific background?
Do you consider your project as an important part of Sustainability?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Not specialized. Trying a lot of stuff.

●

Agroforestry: In manstorpet, trying to do like the old torpas. Living some
hundred years ago all over across Sweden. They were living on smaller land with
poor soil with 10 people. No forestry at that time.

●

Agroforestry in Partille. The pigs even eat giant hogweed, phototoxic plant. In
Stelsjön soon another area will be established. Both are paid by municipals or
companies.

●

9ha in the forest

●

First pig project in 2009 in Högsbo.

●

Motivation is to produce meat with a good quality. The today’s average of meat
is valued as being contaminated with medicals like antibiotics.
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●

Silvopasture (pigs) on fallow land or in the forest since 2009. Today three areas
and some pigs exchanged to have female company.

●

Silvopasture (goats)

●

New creating a food forest, in Manstorpet

●

Aquaponic:

●

●

o

Producing microgreens and salad

o

Motivation to do it is the high productivity. You have very little input.
Only fish fodder and new fishes.

o

Fish fodder: still from the normal market. Fish flour, fish oil soy. On a
later step they should be feed with insects and the produced greens.
Maybe also waste from the block can be used.

o

Much more productive than the typical aquacultures or the maritime
fishing. Overfished seas seen as a problem.

o

Biologists said that compared to normal fish farming the fishes have it
good. No medicine needs to be used. Compared to wilderness it is very
normal to live in small areas. Often, they dye because of drying out
river arms. Still they are not sure that it is an appropriate way of holding
it in 1 cubic meters. They will try different things there.

o

Still they are killed by hand. Better then industrial ways.

o

Now they are making guidelines, to improve processes and to make
easier for starters to join.

Urban gardening:
o

Big project in the past with a café in the Kvillebäcken area.

o

Creating an urban food forest

Creating a center for sustainability in Floda:
o

Cooking courses

o

Complete Aquaponic with sunlight greenhouses will move there.

o

Restaurant will serve it.

o

Floda city is ambitious and gives the old industrial area for free. They
want to develop the area. Lerum municipality has the goal to become
very sustainability.

o

Again, contaminated soil

o

Private owned and ambitious well thinking people, mecenats.

o

Adult education, theater will also be included.

o

Stadsjord wants to be included, co-owner.

o

Chance working profitable through food and restaurant.

o

Plan to build a house including aquaponic. Permit for building came
already.
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Social
How is the impact of the project on different parts of the society (children, workers “normal people”, science)? Which
measures are taken?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Do you try to broaden your work/knowledge in society?
○ Examples for measures
■ guided tours, courses, seminars, lectures, rehabilitation of invalids, paying
salaries.
Is there resistance in the society? Conflicts in land use?
Can people create an income?
How is science included in the work?
Mental health: Any experiences?
Improvements for the social part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Forest is seen for good for health projects. Exploring animals and find a relation
to forest and nature. Doing programs for social rehabilitation.

●

It is seen critical and as a pity that in general the financial pillar is the most
dominant and where there is the most focus one and gives the project the biggest
vulnerability. Social and environmental pillars are sometimes the negligible ones.
Because of this pillar many other visions on other pillars must compromise. The
reason is seen in the capitalistic system that forces the other pillars to
compromises. All ratings by OECD are based on money. There are pioneers
doing something useful, heroes, but the society does not pay. Also, the politicians
often respond that.

●

Aim is to bring the nature more to the people. To have an impact on society. This
is achieved through

●

lectures for universities

●

employing people who do their rehabilitation

●

The first pig-project Högsbo:
○ There were 10 bloggers writing about this project.
○ Society had a big interest. Also, TV came there.

●

To measure the social benefit is difficult. But the impact should be measured.

●

Life should feel good for the animals.

●

Society and people

●

Fun in seeing the animals. Making transparency.

●

So, all places are near the city.

●

First it is entertaining, but they guess it can rise their interest in pasture.

●

So, they invest more, that the animals feel nice.
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●

Sustainability center: Really engaging the people through workshops. They
should do a bit more then only soften their conscious through consuming organic.
But that would mean that the people must change their live, which is focused on
consuming. Makes it difficult.
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Policy
How is policy impacting the project? Is there support or resistance? Is there a food policy?

What is the political support??
● Through funding, laws, programs
● Legislation
● financial
Development for the political part in future: What do you expect?

●

It was a hard work to soften the administration. The obstacles were taken by
convincing and rising their interest. It helped that Niklas knew the people because
of his network and so he went up the authority levels. Today the administration is
happy and confident that the projects like farming the pigs got allowance.

●

The city administration and the land owner, the church had to be convinced.

●

There were no law/regulations that they could rely on.

●

price for Göteborg? Price by market?

●

Contradictory: Pigs were allowed to be pastured. Whereas to range the goats,
there was no permit to let them run in a bigger area. They are taken out only a
few days per week.

●

With the goats it was taken up in several magazines. As

●

Support in the city is only mentally. No financial support in rent. So Göteborg is
set under pressure with the Floda sustainability center. Maybe it will be build two
sustainability centers. They got now time to think about the offer.

●

Difficult to plan long-term in the forest. Normally in decades. In municipal not
uncontroversial. So, when people and responsibilities in administration changes,
also the projects are endangered. The new person gives hope, could be an
improvement. Contacts and supporters are needed. Rules and long contracts
could change the bad situation.

●

For 4 years Slaughtering was done through killing like hunters and so using the
hunting law. It was kind of allowed because the specie was accepted as wild
swine. Legal on the field through shooting. Afterwards the body was brought to a
wild slaughter. Now the slaughters may not allow the specie dead and the animals
must be brought alive with exhausting transport to the slaughter.

●

A friend who also has pigs wants to start a mobile slaughter on a caravan.

●

Bad Slaughtering conditions is the point, why the interest in holding cattle will
decrease.

●

For holding pigs in Sweden no special expertise or form of organization is
needed. But it would be there.
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Financial
How is the project financed? Is there nonmonetary help?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What official form has your organization?
Who is shareholder?
Which funding do you apply for? Where?
How are they financed and how do you create an income??
Sponsors?
Are you selling goods?
○ Is there a special customer group?
How big are the shares of the different financial sources?
How much non-monetary help do you get? Donations?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Project (Pigs in the city - Högsbo): They got allowance and small money from
the church. City gave no budget.

●

Housing companies supported with money and working material.

●

Vinova program, national state funding.

●

Kvillebäcken urban garden: Big budget. They had a good running café with
lunch.

●

Furthermore, money is made through giving lectures (high price for
municipalities 6500 SEK per hour)

●

Almost no money is made through selling goods at the moment.

●

Budget (for 2018)

●

50% grants from jordbrukverkets (Swedish board of agriculture)

●

40% lectures and seminar

●

10% selling goods aquaponic (fish and vegetables)

●

no distribution yet. Distribution worked excellent at Kvillebäcken-project
because of big demand.

●

Now selling the fishes on an online platform called “REKO – Göteborg”.
Working mainly on Facebook.

●

Plan to work profitable in the sustainable centers through direct restaurants.

●

In Partille they get 1700€ per month from municipality and in past from a
company. They are interested and getting awarded for this work. The company
quit the program after they got the award.
o

The workers are all paid by employment office. All to bring back
people in the labor market. There different programs. For most you only
have to pay 75% of their wages. Rest is subsidized. And they also work
less (30).
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Organization and the team
●

How were the starts?
○ Was it legal?
○ Which problems did administration pose? Was there support?

●

Is your business possible on a large scale? What is needed for that?

●

TEAM
○ How many employees?
○ How many hours are the people working?
○ How is the organization structure? How much can they act alone?
What about a network with other projects?

•

Overall questions
●
●
●
●

Are there more issues you want to mention?
Are there problems with developing the project that you have not mentioned yet?
Something you want to know from other projects? Questions I should ask?
Hopes/ visions what happens to the future?
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I.II

Cityfarm Augsburg

Visited project [Name,

Cityfarm Augsburg, Augsburg, Bavaria, Germany

location]
Date, place of interview

05.07.2017, Cityfarm Augsburg, Gablinger Weg 36
48.39731 N, 10.87022 E

Interviewee(-s); Interviewer Ildikó Reményi-Vogt; Tim Fasula

Environmental
What is the main agricultural content? How is the project impacting the environment?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Which agricultural practice/innovation?
○ Silvopasture, horticulture, urban agriculture?
○ What are the key points? What is done?
What are the improvements of your project for the environment?
Which impact does it have?
Why have you chosen these practices?
How do you implement scientific background?
Do you consider your project as an important part of Sustainability?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Aim is to give an alternative to the industrial food production, which is very
negative. The big majority of the food industry is having a too big impact on the
environment and exploiting the nature. Examples are nitrate pollution of the
water-resources, minimizing the biodiversity, antibiotics in meat, bad treatment
of animals in industrial animal husbandry or whale hunting. The last point seems
to have a very small impact compared to the others. But it is a part which is very
linked to many other parts in our economy.

●

The small-scale farming is done in a way that tries to be sustainable. To have
smallest impact on the environment. That also means that the animals are treated
with the biggest respect.

●

They have chicken, where they use the eggs all the time. Slaughtered every year.

●

Rabbits, Russian specie which have no problems with hot temperatures or cold
temperatures. They also bought some rabbits which were living in traditional
breeding in very small cages before. All rabbits have a big cage where they can
move a lot. Furthermore, the cages are opened so that they have a bigger area to
run. The traditional breaded rabbits have always problems to adapt at first. One
even died because he fell 1,5 meters after he moved too much on the board where
he was sleeping.
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●

Small animals they are slaughtering itself. This is aloud.

●

Range slaughtering is an alternative. But there are no people yet who are offering
that for sheep in hole Germany.

●

Big animals may not be slaughtered. There are big fines. So, their sheep’s ram,
which they slaughter every year to prevent incest, will be slaughtered by an
appointment slaughter that they found 50 km away in Landsberg. They are
difficult to find around in Augsburg. Because a requirement was that the animals
are not stressed by transport so much. That produces adrenalin which degrades
the meat quality.

●

Two Indian ducks are eating snails and other vermin.

●

Bees are treated sustainable through, taking out only so much honey that the bees
have enough. In this way no substitutes like sugar-water need to be used.

●

They have several insect hotels. So, they have several insects which are more
seldom on normal areas. For example, the wild bee.

●

It is not allowed to have pigs in Germany. Therefore, you must register...

●

Transport is done with bikes and a bike trailer. In newer times they also have an
e-bike.

●

They don’t have electricity, so the electricity consumption is brought to a
minimum. To load batteries in future they will use solar panels which they got as
a gift.

●

20 sheep and two goats are coming inside in the night. Because ones they were
fleeing already and walking next to the railway. On the day they are surrounded
by electric fences and pastured next to the farm on the wild green strip.

●

The produced food is mostly used itself. In summer and autumn Benny and Ildi
are only buying twice a month something in the supermarket, some fruits that
they don’t grow. The helpers take some food for the approximate one meal with
them when they are helping ones or twice a week.

●

They are helping the landscape preservation association with their sheep to
maintain wild grasslands or heath. The chosen species is very useful for this task
because they are taking care about a lot of other species, for e.g. anthills.

●

Because of low water resources on the farm rainwater must be collected. Still this
is a problem. Summer are sometimes very dry. With a tank-trailer they can get
water from the Garden-market next by which donates it.
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Social
How is the impact of the project on different parts of the society (children, workers “normal people”, science)? Which
measures are taken?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Do you try to broaden your work/knowledge in society?
○ Examples for measures
■ guided tours, courses, seminars, lectures, rehabilitation of invalids, paying
salaries.
Is there resistance in the society? Conflicts in land use?
Can people create an income?
How is science included in the work?
Mental health: Any experiences?
Improvements for the social part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

The today’s education about nature and animals as seen as very weak. E.g. people
are feeding animals with moldy bread.

●

Schools are visiting the Cityfarm, what is mainly organized by Benny whose
profession it is to run nature workshops at several schools. This working field is
growing. The reason is that big parts of the today´s young parents-generation has
a very little experience in working with food. Whereas the postwar-generation it
had in their childhood, but they did not pass it to their kids. So, the parents wish
education in that part.

●

All the harvest is generated in community. 4 people take the responsibility to for
the animals. further ten people are coming every Saturday to give their input
regularly.

●

One Saturday per month one Open Day is offered to society. In this way
everybody has the chance to get a feeling for the nature. At normal times no,
unannounced visitors are not allowed. Visitors need some escort because often
enough they were treating animals wrong or similar. They became too much.

●

The Cityfarm is open to everybody for serious engagement. But the experience is
that 95% of the people only come ones and don’t put more engagement.

●

Furthermore, they organize two festivals per year with workshops and activities
for young and old: e. g. smith work, scything…

●

On the university area they were pasturing the animals for two weeks. They had
to temper prejudices. Some people expected vandalism of the sheep. It was
supported also by the Faculty for biological didactics.
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Policy
How is policy impacting the project? Is there support or resistance? Is there a food policy?

Food policy
● How done in your city?
● How priority for the city?
● Who is involved in forming it?
● Personally, you affected too?
● Is city procurement helping?
What is the political support??
● Through funding, laws, programs
● Legislation
● financial
Development for the political part in future: What do you expect?

●

At the first place they only had an area of 500 m2 including some apple trees.
They found it by accident on a Sunday walk. They were able to inspire the owner
when he was cutting his hedge. He was very happy that did not have to maintain
his garden. But later on, he had personal interest in the garden. So, they had to
leave it.

●

City supported when the former place it was not possible to operate anymore. But
its help started only after it was made official that the Cityfarm must close. So, it
was averted. They found a place which was an old dump which they had to
prepare first because the soil quality was very bad. So, they covered the original
soil with a 50-cm thick layer of soil. The dump in the ground is also the reason,
they cannot use the groundwater for irrigation. That was strictly forbidden by the
city.

●

There is especially a position in the city administration responsible for Urban
Gardening: department for “Amt für Grünordnung, Naturschutz und
Friedhofswesen mit Unterer Naturschutzbehörde” in Augsburg.

●

The area is given cheap and generous by the city (see also financial). So, they pay
only for 1500 m2 but furthermore they are using something like 2 ha more. Most
parts are only used for pasturing the sheep but at some parts there are also
standing some shacks and buildings for livestock.

●

It is not self-evident that grazing your sheep is for free. But also, the city has a
benefit because the animals are maintaining the grasslands. But before the sheep
were able to graze, a lot of plants which are toxic for them needed to be removed.
Unannounced parks and gardens department helped with that. That was very
helpful and surprising.
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●

slaughtering the sheep, yourself is forbidden while chicken is aloud. This is a
result by lobbyism of the meat industry. Officially it is forbidden because of
animal welfare. But when somebody is looking at the industrial practice of
slaughtering it is surficial that that way is very harmful and stressing to animals.
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Financial
How is the project financed? Is there nonmonetary help?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What official form has your organization?
Who is shareholder?
Which funding do you apply for? Where?
How are they financed and how do you create an income??
Sponsors?
Are you selling goods?
○ Is there a special customer group?
How big are the shares of the different financial sources?
How much non-monetary help do you get? Donations?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

They got funding from “Allianz Umweltstiftung” 15.000 Euros. With that money
they financed to cover the contaminated soil.

●

Legally the Cityfarm is a registered association (e. V.) so they may not sell
goods. Only through donation they can create an income.

●

So, ones a year they are offering plants and seeds on external events for
donations.

●

Little income they can make through landscape maintain service which is
organized by the landscape conservation federation (Landschaftspflegeverband).
This service is a small but growing sector.

●

The regular costs are hold to a minimum. Approximately they are the following
o

Slaughtering the rams: 150€

o

Fodder: 600€

o

Veterinary: 500€

o

rent and garbage 1000€/year

●

pretty cheap because of the contaminated ground. As soon as somebody wants to
use it they must move again. That is imaginable when some compensation area
for some construction project is needed. But when somebody wants to use it, they
must clean the ground. That’s why this scenario is improbable what gives a bit of
security.

●

In sum: 2250€

●

Today the expenses can still be compensated by the funding. Afterwards they
very optimistic to pay the bills through all the participants or the private money.

●

Very often goods are exchanged with the neighbors. So, they get lamb-meat for
some other service e.g.
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●

It is a possibility to offer their garden-area as a compensating area. These are
needed when some land use change is made for constructing buildings. But still
now the administration does not value it as compensating area. It is too
cultivated, too far from wilderness. Although the biodiversity is extraordinary
compared to other compensation which are not cultivated a bit.
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Organization and the team
●

How were the starts?
○ Was it legal?
○ Which problems did administration pose? Was there support?

●

Is your business possible on a large scale? What is needed for that?

●

TEAM
○ How many employees?
○ How many hours are the people working?
○ How is the organization structure? How much can they act alone?
What about a network with other projects?

●

●

The farm is located next to the motorway B17 in the north of Augsburg, outside
settlements. But the next house is only 200m away. Around there is green strip,
which is obligatory to have next to a motorway. On the other side the farm is
limited to a monocultural cornfield.

●

Ildi is working half time for the biological didactic institute in the university.

●

Benny works is holding nature workshops in schools, full time.

●

Benny and Ildi are making the decisions while others can also include their ideas.
E.g. two people are almost every day engaged with taking care of pigeons or the
bees.

●

10-15 people are working regularly as volunteers.

●

the Cityfarm is organized in the association “Transitiontown Augsburg e.V.”
where projects are found which have similar aims to revolutionize the world.
Following institutions are also belonging to this association:
o

bike kitchen

o

Max and Moritz: Transport e-bike rental

o

contact: 2nd-hand shopping mall

●

In this way the administrative efforts are shared.

●

1500 m2 and approx. 7 ha pasture land.

Network
●

They are organized in the ““Transitiontown Augsburg e.V.” - association with
some other projects.

●

The relationship with the neighbors is very important.
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●

First for being accepted and not making problems. For some people the gardens
don’t look organized and uncultivated. For this reason, also, the police were
called already to check the farm.

●

What helps a lot is the help and support of the neighbors. For example, the
market garden. They are helping with water, that is really a lack on the farm.

●

Furthermore, they also offer a grassland for pasture. That has the advantage that
they don’t have to cut the grass.

●

Some gestures show their support in addition: So, the people even created some
shadow places on their grassland, so the sheep feel more comfortable during the
heat.

●

Another Urban Farming project (“interkultureller Garten - Grow up”) needed to
give way completely to new capitalistic construction project. That is a continuous
threat a lot of small projects must face.

●

Also, the ideal examples of Detroit must face it. They must give way to own
colleagues, which are producing food in a capitalistic way (e.g. hantzfarming).

●

Projects like in Zaragoza are also very interesting. Because it could be an
example that the city can give support completely. But maybe it gets stuck
somewhere else.

●

The network is very regional. Because there is a big focus on practical work there
is also not much time spend in networking.

●

They are organized in “Lokale Agenda 21” “Bürgerforum”. They are doing some
lobbyism (http://www.nachhaltigkeit.augsburg.de/lokale-agenda-21.html).

Overall questions
●
●
●
●
●

Are there more issues you want to mention?
Are there problems with developing the project that you have not mentioned yet?
Something you want to know from other projects? Questions I should ask?
Hopes/ visions what happens to the future?
Ildi would like to make a bigger focus on the sheep and expend this business.
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I.III

Helle Oase, Berlin

Visited project [Name, location]

Helle Oase, Berlin-Hellersdorf

Date, place of interview

09.08.2017, Helle Oase
Tangermünder Str. 127-129
12627 Berlin-Hellersdorf

Interviewee(-s); Interviewer

Anna Juhnke; Tim Fasula

Environmental
What is the main agricultural content? How is the project impacting the environment?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Which agricultural practice/innovation?
○ Silvopasture, horticulture, urban agriculture?
○ What are the key points? What is done?
What are the improvements of your project for the environment?
Which impact does it have?
Why have you chosen these practices?
How do you implement scientific background?
Do you consider your project as an important part of Sustainability?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

They are using the twelve Permaculture principles. (e.g. making nutrient circles;
using boarders and border)

●

They are working free of pesticides. Seeds are homozygous.

●

It should deliver food for the neighborhood. Maybe it is enough to feed two
people.

●

They have biotopes around. A little meadow, fruit tree garden with poor
grassland.

●

It is nothing special in Berlin to have such biotopes. In Hellersdorf there are a lot.
But at the “Oase” it is accessible for the people. Whereas the wild nature is not so
present to them.

●

Nibble fruits at the playground.

●

At the poor grassland some endangered plants are planted. E.g. “Lieschgras” (it is
an action of nature activist, supported by Humboldt University

●

For the food tree forest “paten” were searched and found, to create a good
relation between neighborhood and tree.
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●

Animals are forbidden in the contract.

Social
How is the impact of the project on different parts of the society (children, workers “normal people”, science)? Which
measures are taken?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Do you try to broaden your work/knowledge in society?
○ Examples for measures
■ guided tours, courses, seminars, lectures, rehabilitation of invalids, paying
salaries.
Is there resistance in the society? Conflicts in land use?
Can people create an income?
How is science included in the work?
Mental health: Any experiences?
Improvements for the social part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Hellersdorf itself is a deprived area. In the annual social report, the quarter has
almost lowest ranking. The education level is low. The right political movement
is big.

●

The principle of the garden is to be open for everyone. So, there are no fences or
any other borders

●

On the area there was a short cut going to the underground. To be accepted they
did not want to close it. So, a lot of people are going through the garden every
day.

●

A lot of stuff is stolen, but it is enough and can make confident. (1/3 is stolen)

●

Also, vandalism is a problem. So, the insect hotel was destroyed.

●

All began with a participation project. The abandoned area which was a dump for
construction before should be used by the neighborhood together. So, they started
a party and several idea workshops, on which several ideas were collected.

●

So, they build a playground, a football-place (so also without a club it can be
played spontaneously), and a boule-ground. But e.g. the boule-place was not used
so often by initiators. After all, also the wish of a community garden was
established.

●

Especially parents joined. It was the plan that they work self responsible without
a lot input from the organization.

●

The garden group consists of 8-12 people meeting every Thursday.

●

Often it is demotivating that, so much is destroyed. On a meeting the social
administration ordered a social worker to talk to the kids which are hanging
around (almost 40 sometimes). Since then the area became cleaner and less got
destroyed. Of course, so the motivation became better.

●

Every spring and autumn fest is celebrated. Several things for kids are offered.
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o

Airbrush-Tattoo

o

Jump castle

o

“Schnippel”-Party

o

Weather is the key factor for a success.

●

Furthermore, they are planning to offer gardening workshops. Also, some
companies are doing their social day in the “Oase”.

●

Neighbors are also organizing themselves and making an official holiday’s
grilling. That is really the idea of “Helle Oase”.

●

A school next door was using a part of the garden for their welcome class
consisting of refugees.

●

Most people coming are around 60 years old. Main reason is the nice group
atmosphere.

●

New gardeners or also spontaneous children are introduced in the team in a fine
way, like they did with me.

●

That new people join, is the difficulty that there is only one appointment.

●

The group culture is limiting that the project works on its own and without
authority. Anna always seems to be needed to make decisions.
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Financial
How is the project financed? Is there nonmonetary help?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What official form has your organization?
Who is shareholder?
Which funding do you apply for? Where?
How are they financed and how do you create an income??
Sponsors?
Are you selling goods?
○ Is there a special customer group?
How big are the shares of the different financial sources?
How much non-monetary help do you get? Donations?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

It is almost impossible to make money out of environmental education
workshops. There is such a big offer from the “Stiftung Naturschutz” of Berlin.

●

They are financing mainly through donations or

●

The rent is very low. It only covers the “additional costs”. A private company out
of the quarter was paying it last year.

●

Besides they are applying for several funding:
o

City funding for underdeveloped regions.

o

“Aktion Mensch”

o

…

●

It is a big work to get all the funding and to apply for. It must be done in advance
and it is necessary always to present sth. New although you also need sth. For the
old projects. So, 1/3 is giving the funding.

●

52.000 € for the start made it possible to employ some professional garden
planers.
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Policy
How is policy impacting the project? Is there support or resistance? Is there a food policy?

What is the political support??
● Through funding, laws, programs
● Legislation
● financial
Development for the political part in future: What do you expect?

●

The area came first, so it was a purpose of the city to get new use of the area.

●

The contract for the area was finishing this year. There were no clear signs of
what will happen. The area is very interesting for new buildings because of very
near access to the underground-station.

●

But then the major offered an unlimited contract. About that everybody is very
happy.

●

Also, the substitute parliaments president has a tree and is visiting the garden
sometimes. That is a big motivation for the garden group.
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Organization and the team
●

How were the starts?
○ Was it legal?
○ Which problems did administration pose? Was there support?

●

Is your business possible on a large scale? What is needed for that?

●

TEAM
○ How many employees?
○ How many hours are the people working?
○ How is the organization structure? How much can they act alone?
What about a network with other projects?

●

●

Anna Juhnke is the main organizer but the group of gardening is organizing itself.

●

On the area there was a short cut going to the underground. To be accepted they
did not want to close it

●

She is working for Kids&Co. and is doing environmental education. Kids&Co is
“freier Träger” der Jugendhilfe. They are organizing free time for Kids and
giving them job orientation.

●

Network: There is not much communication between other urban gardens. So,
another one was opening next by, what can be seen as consequence or as chance
to achieve bigger things together. Because of the lack of communication, it is the
first option. Also, because they chose the same time for meetings. Also To-doLists don’t work, because nobody is organizing it themselves. Somebody would
be needed who comes regularly.

Overall questions
●
●
●
●

Are there more issues you want to mention?
Are there problems with developing the project that you have not mentioned yet?
Something you want to know from other projects? Questions I should ask?
Hopes/ visions what happens to the future?
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I.IV

Prinzessinnengarten, Berlin

Visited project [Name, location]

Prinzessinnengarten, Berlin-Kreuzberg, Germany.

Date, place of interview

11.08.2017, Moritzplatz, Prinzessinnengarten

Interviewee(-s); Interviewer

Robert Shaw und Lisa Drabkowitz;
interviewed by Tim Fasula

Environmental
What is the main agricultural content? How is the project impacting the environment?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Which agricultural practice/innovation?
○ Silvopasture, horticulture, urban agriculture?
○ What are the key points? What is done?
What are the improvements of your project for the environment?
Which impact does it have?
Why have you chosen these practices?
How do you implement scientific background?
Do you consider your project as an important part of Sustainability?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Using special compost, Bokashi Fermentation.

●

Big compost project: TU Berlin and the food banks in Berlin are cooperating to
create compost out of the food banks waste, which creates cost for them. It is
stored to rotten at a bigger area in the new garden in Hellersdorf.
o

It’s well sorted organic waste.

●

They are raising worms to support the compost-process. (Stink worm)

●

Aim is to generate knowledge about sustainable environmentally friendly
farming, that everybody can bring in. Everybody learns from everyone.

●

The education is the sustainable point.

●

All the beds have greening effect. In that way they have positive influence on the
city’s climate. Especially because they are standing on sealed soil. All are
movable because often it is expected that the land use will be changed.

●

With the garden constructing subsidiary company several gardens are built in the
city every year. Companies, schools or other clients make that order. In that way
2100 m2 was greened, which are normally sealed completely.
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o

Process steps/meetings: Aufbau (Getting know the place (Delivery
paths, shadow), Anzucht, Pflege, Ernte, Fruchtfolge

o

45 €/Std

●

New thoughts and ideas are brought in by one’s own initiative.

●

A bike kitchen is run, which is also a metal workshop.

●

One of the newest projects is to build a transportable shop on a bike to exchange
seeds in the allotments. The aim is to get new seed of interesting species which
some allotment owners have. Furthermore, the exchange with the allotment
workers is intensified. Also, they want to have feedback and a little
documentation how good the seeds were working.

●

Apple-Collecting-Tour
o

In biosphere-reserve at plantation apples are harvested and later apple
juice produced.

o

Juice will be sold in the garden.

●

The garden looks very green with high trees although it is only existing since
2009. Rubina pioneer plants are giving the most shadow.

●

They don’t have any animals. They tried to install a chicken farm, but there are
big regulations: limited space, presenting animals in public.

●

Sustainable bee-keeping through not giving any substitutes.

●

It is not enough food produce to feed all the people. It is around 1000 m2 needed
per person per year. So, everybody is feed on himself on the normal shops.

●

Free boxes to exchange stuff at both locations.

●

They also use compost toilets and want to expand it. But still a conventional
mobile container toilet is used in the main location. Compost human facies is not
seen as a key factor to create compost. It takes more time to rot.
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Social
How is the impact of the project on different parts of the society (children, workers “normal people”, science)? Which
measures are taken?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Do you try to broaden your work/knowledge in society?
○ Examples for measures
■ guided tours, courses, seminars, lectures, rehabilitation of invalids, paying
salaries.
Is there resistance in the society? Conflicts in land use?
Can people create an income?
How is science included in the work?
Mental health: Any experiences?
Improvements for the social part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Garden (HG+PG) are open in summer

●

Through different events they are creating a multiplication of knowledge.

●

Many organization will have events during the “Wandelwoche” (change week) at
beginning of September. Different events should show how a change in
sustainable economizing is possible.

●

The place is open for everyone. Everybody can come inside, alcoholics or
university professors.

●

New thoughts and ideas are brought in by one’s own initiative. In the team
meeting ones everywhere can present their idea. It is open to public. But the
group must accept the new ideas. In that way several people have their own
projects and responsibilities in the area. Some projects work, some not but that is
ok and worth to try.

●

The visitors can harvest themselves and pay prices orientated to organic food.
Helpers pay half price.

●

11 people are working 30 hr and further 14 are working half time. But most
people are working voluntary. Including the workshop participants. Some are
working only some hours a month or per year.

●

55.000 visitors every year. 18.000 are doing a guided tour. But they don’t join
helping.

●

Tourism is tried to be controlled. They don’t make any advertising. But
sometimes it is felt that they are too much. On busy days tourists create crowds
which interfere the helpers. Also, many are only spotting and not paying
anything. The media is supporting a good image what also gives a lot of
advantages.
o

When tourists guide authors ask if they are allowed to include them in
their guide, they always refuse. But some authors did not ask.
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●

●

They are offering several workshops.
o

Help for funding applications.

o

Herb workshop

Voluntary day
o

A lot people are joining, companies use it as group event.

o

A central party for several participants from other institutions will be
organized in the garden.

●

Gardening times in HG, two times a week, each at minimum 4 hours.

●

Cultural events in Hellersdorf

●

●

o

Open Air cinema, for Kids and adults

o

Challenge to establish because the neighborhood is different to that
what is known from Berlin center

o

They need endurance.

HG: Healing architects created ideas in a study seminar.
o

Adventure park for dogs

o

Plant beds as an advertisement in other areas.

HG: For holidays a playful gardening program was offered for school kids.
o

Now at the beginning only refugees came. Almost no origins from the
quarter except for one.

●

In future they want to establish a repair café.

●

The area is locked. But also, some kids were hanging around and they got the
code for the key. So, it should become an open area for everyone.
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Financial
How is the project financed? Is there nonmonetary help?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What official form has your organization?
Who is shareholder?
Which funding do you apply for? Where?
How are they financed and how do you create an income??
Sponsors?
Are you selling goods?
○ Is there a special customer group?
How big are the shares of the different financial sources?
How much non-monetary help do you get? Donations?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

The participants are payed through the projects, which are financed. All
participants at that projects are paid.

●

Nomadisch Grün gGmbH

●

Easier to earn money then a e.V.

●

Subsidiary Gartenbau: Schools, Companies, Refuge asylum.

●

In BS, Stadtgarten, Bebelhof.

●

Always problem to make the tax declaration. GGmbH is not really designed to
have a subsidiary to finance. Tax accountant always gets headache.

●

Income is generated ….
o

30% gastronomy

o

30% garden construction

o

10% funding and donation (goal is to be independent from funding.
Funding has a lot of restrictions. Is sometimes stopped when
governmental party changes. Not autarch. Direct relation to the money
is more important. Takes more time.

o

20% selling plants, seeds, 0,3% selling vegetables.

o

2x Buftis and 2xFsJler are helping and are very important. (they are
pretty cheap compared to normal workers)

●

Money is seen as a problem in the team. Some are getting money. Some are
working for free. It is difficult to create it fair situation. Who may claim money?
Who is getting money also has to do more administration, what is a not so much
preferred task.

●

Garden Hellersdorf is a special case. To start a cultural development (or mild
gentrification) the municipal engaged the Prinzessinnengarten Garten to upgrade
the area through cultural development but on the other hand to include the
neighborhood.
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o

Municipal pays everything for the garden and the cultural offers.

o

But in the goals, they tried to stay free and avoid gentrification.

o

They negotiated 10 years’ time

o

They will change the place in 2 years within the area in a heritageprotected area.

o

Old LPG-farm

o

Also, the goal to attract people from other quarters.

o

Different parts will be transformed to apartments. But the old-farm
(industrial zone) needs to stay because of EU-funding.

o

They were testing the concept of the community intensively. It should
have been avoided that something should develop there that they can be
supported with the peoples’ consciousness.
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Policy
How is policy impacting the project? Is there support or resistance? Is there a food policy?

What is the political support??
● Through funding, laws, programs
● Legislation
● financial
Development for the political part in future: What do you expect?

●

It is high effort to do all the regulations by the city. Because it is their only work
that is o.k. They want to work professional and legal so that is the way it meant to
be. They had to get 40 permissions.

●

When new buildings should be build there, they need to yield to it.
o

●

That happened in 2013. A big company located in the neighborhood
tried to expand their business and wanted to use the garden’s area. But
the company did not know what will be endangered then. When getting
informed by that, they the interest. But in the same time, they collected
a massive number of signatures. Also, the politics secured the support
(all parties). But that does not have the ultimate influence for the
municipal estate company. But they gave in.

The garden is impartial although some parties want to use it in their election
campaign, what always was refused.
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Organization and the team
●

How were the starts?
○ Was it legal?
○ Which problems did administration pose? Was there support?

●

Is your business possible on a large scale? What is needed for that?

●

TEAM
○ How many employees?
○ How many hours are the people working?
○ How is the organization structure? How much can they act alone?
What about a network with other projects?

●
●

A threat is also seen the so-called institutionalization. What means that more is
structured and (knowledge) hierarchies are build up. Dynamics will be lowered
and big advantage of being open for new ideas will be decreased.

●

It is always on the edge to see it as a hobby or a job. So also, efforts in creating
networks is limited because it is not always fun. Others see it similar that is why
networks are sleeping pretty often.

●

There is a garden network-meeting of gardens in Berlin sometimes. And several
exchange forums. The different gardens and forums have different priorities on
the sustainability forums.

●

The “Urban Gardening Manifest” – Berlin was created.

●

But there is no direct work on lobbyism with politicians. They are doing political
clarification and also joining or organizing different political demonstrations.

●

For the future they are interested in conquering new areas in the city.

●

It would be interesting to know how other projects in Europe organize
themselves:
o

How is the decision-process structured?

o

How is avoided that particular groups develop?

o

How are responsibilities shared? So that single persons are not
overburdened. Often asking for money, also ridiculous things are asked.
The legal frame from law defines already a lot.

Overall questions
●
●
●
●

Are there more issues you want to mention?
Are there problems with developing the project that you have not mentioned yet?
Something you want to know from other projects? Questions I should ask?
Hopes/ visions what happens to the future?
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I.V

Food forest Kettelbroek, Groesbeek

Visited project [Name, location]

Food forest Kettelbroek

Date, place of interview

16.08.2017, de Horst, Groesbeek, Netherlands

Interviewee(-s); Interviewer

Wouter van Eck; Tim Fasula

Environmental
What is the main agricultural content? How is the project impacting the environment?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Which agricultural practice/innovation?
○ Silvopasture, horticulture, urban agriculture?
○ What are the key points? What is done?
What are the improvements of your project for the environment?
Which impact does it have?
Why have you chosen these practices?
How do you implement scientific background?
Do you consider your project as an important part of Sustainability?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

When the forest started in 2009 the harvest was very low.

●

On 2,5 ha a big range of perennial plants.

●

Self fertility and self-succession

●

Predators are needed, they also attract birds. Example is the story of caterpillars
and lice at the beginning. They came because there is almost no attraction around
was low. There were only corn fields around, used for milk. But they were
hesitating to use organic pesticides (soap). So, birds came mainly from the nature
reserve next by.

●

That shows that patience is needed. (agroecology) The harvest will be done later
on. 50 years, some need 80 years and walnut e.g. need 150 years. In that way
nature is serving you.

●

In 2012 readjustment with help from the water authority. Little stream flowing
through the 2,5 ha and some newer ponds. In that way a retention space was
created that increases the capacity of the ditches around. That was the benefit for
the water authority. Raising the area lowered the water table.

●

The area with the meandering is not touched. So, 1/3 in the area stays wild. So,
all 5 zones of permaculture are integrated in the food forest.
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●

In the pond there are frogs and toads eating snails.

●

Nuts (e.g. chestnut) is created on the higher places.

●

2 people + a restaurant (De nieuwe Winkel) is delivered with the fruits that can
be harvested now. After 15 years it is expected that 12 people can be fed.

●

Carbohydrates are a minority in the forest. But it serves Vitamins and Proteins
(nuts later). Nevertheless, the diet needs to change, because not all fruits are on
our menus today.

●

Many species come from similar climate in china or Mongolia. All were
negatively proven on invasion. The species have a big resilience towards climate
change and warmer climate. The climate they are used to is a bit warmer.

●

Hedges around gives also a further habitat for other species and stops the wind.

●

Maintenance is very little. Only hedges were cut so that they grow high.

●

The area is full of thistles and stinging nettles. But that is no problem even when
bushes are lying beneath. The bushes with forest origin are used too shadow and
even a micro climate can be created in the grasses. And in autumn for harvest the
grasses are dry and it is comfortable.

●

High biodiversity proven by university.

●

It is all based on the work by Martin Crawford. But he is doing more a food
garden.

●

It is also possible to start a food forest in a forest. Several designing possibilities.

●

Designing the old “Novio” gardening area in the city of Nijmegen (Bredestraat).
Assignment through money.
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Social
How is the impact of the project on different parts of the society (children, workers “normal people”, science)? Which
measures are taken?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Do you try to broaden your work/knowledge in society?
○ Examples for measures
■ guided tours, courses, seminars, lectures, rehabilitation of invalids, paying
salaries.
Is there resistance in the society? Conflicts in land use?
Can people create an income?
How is science included in the work?
Mental health: Any experiences?
Improvements for the social part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

For 5 years now lectures at several universities and tours given. He was asked
for.

●

He wants to motivate the people so also courses to make an own food forest are
given. Three groups can be categorized who join the courses:
o

Cities want a food forest somewhere for recreation.

o

Movement of food forest fanatics

o

Farmers want to do it on a large scale and adjust their system.

●

Conflict with neighbors are not obvious so not existing. So, there is always a nice
greeting with each other. Compared to the agriculture around, the food forest has
marginal size.

●

During hare hunting, some hares are hiding in the forest.

●

School vegetable garden was created and established on 200 m2. It is visited by
several schools. Grandpas are maintaining it.

●

Furthermore, there is a path for walkers. It needs to be there because in spatial
planning it is an agricultural area including recreation. So, it must be open for
public.

●

1,5 people can earn their income with the forest.

●

In 2016: 1200 visitors (5000 last five years). That is the limit of capacity.
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Financial
How is the project financed? Is there nonmonetary help?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What official form has your organization?
Who is shareholder?
Which funding do you apply for? Where?
How are they financed and how do you create an income??
Sponsors?
Are you selling goods?
○ Is there a special customer group?
How big are the shares of the different financial sources?
How much non-monetary help do you get? Donations?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

Municipal water authority added ponds and stream for free, because it had a
benefit for them. Also raising the area was for free then.

●

The budget is created through
o

20% for selling products

o

40% guided tours and courses

o

40% through designing projects (30 ha project next year)

●

No funding

●

Prices for area is 50.000€-70.000€ per hectare (115.000€ for the 2,5 ha). It is
bought!

●

Volunteers are not regularly needed. On special days lot workers help for food
and beer.

●

In future the Brabant region promised to give the land for half price.

●

In the first years there are big investments. It was 15.000€ (seeds etc.). Changing
the land and the terracing was paid by the water authority.

●

The investment is a long time in investment. That is difficult to establish in the
actual economy. The banks don’t know this business.

●

Some potentials for making money can be to use timber and direct distribution.

●

After some decades the loans can be paid back. But also, normal farmers have
this long-term investment.

●

Municipal water authority added ponds and stream for free, because it had a
benefit for them. Also raising the area was for free then.

●

The budget is created through
o

20% for selling products

o

40% guided tours and courses
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o

40% through designing projects (30 ha project next year)

●

No funding

●

Prices for area is 50.000€-70.000€ per hectare (115.000€ for the 2,5 ha). It is
bought!

●

Volunteers are not regularly needed. On special days lot workers help for food
and beer.

●

In future the Brabant region promised to give the land for half price.

●

In the first years there are big investments. It was 15.000€ (seeds etc.). Changing
the land and the terracing was paid by the water authority.

●

The investment is a long time in investment. That is difficult to establish in the
actual economy. The banks don’t know this business.

●

Some potentials for making money can be to use timber and direct distribution.

●

After some decades the loans can be paid back. But also, normal farmers have
this long-term investment.
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Policy
How is policy impacting the project? Is there support or resistance? Is there a food policy?

What is the political support??
● Through funding, laws, programs
● Legislation
● financial
Development for the political part in future: What do you expect?

●

Wouter was active in the Nijmegen city council (later regional council) for the
green party. That’s why he knew a lot about the spatial planning. What helped
him a lot to find the field. Its category was important, sometimes it can be
difficult to build trees.

●

Through remote sensing they got problems of the agricultural ministry. They
were complaining that no agricultural could have been recognized. The
background of Wouter helped not becoming stressed. He knew that a visit of
them would be unavoidable when he will contradict. During the visit the official
got convinced easily. She was impressed by all the birds.

●

The responsible ministry (national ministry of economics) is offering some nonmonetary support named green deal:

●

o

changing its forms for polyculture.

o

the allowance of trees in agriculture

o

Organize some research with university

Creating “Stichting Voedelsebouw NL”
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Organization and the team
●

How were the starts?
○ Was it legal?
○ Which problems did administration pose? Was there support?

●

Is your business possible on a large scale? What is needed for that?

●

TEAM
○ How many employees?
○ How many hours are the people working?
○ How is the organization structure? How much can they act alone?
What about a network with other projects?

●

●

Main aim and concept:

●

Bridging nature and food production.

●

Wouter studied political science and development but was always interested in
biology and plants.

●

He was part in the environmental movement and worked for several NGOs.

●

In the 80’s on a visit to Kenya he got to know food forestry, what has a long
tradition in that country. It is still surviving and improving and practiced on
different layers of the forest.

●

A loose network is existing:

●

o

Most through visitors

o

Mark Sheppard visited a lot and made connections.

o

Martin Crawford has a forest garden network.

o

Visited Steffen in Trondheim, a perennial garden.

Wide range of people with new mindsets:

●

o

Near Münster somebody wants to start a 20-ha project. (gives hope)

o

Normal farmers only eat their neighbors, so new solutions.

Normally only private permaculture interest.

Overall questions
●
●
●
●

Are there more issues you want to mention?
Are there problems with developing the project that you have not mentioned yet?
Something you want to know from other projects? Questions I should ask?
Hopes/ visions what happens to the future?
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I.VI

Vegetarium farm, Zhelen

Visited project [Name, location]

Vegetarium farm, Trinoga association

Date, place of interview

16.08.2017, Zhelen 2267, BG Bulgaria, Svoge municipality

Interviewee(-s); Interviewer

Filip Kirilov; Tim Fasula

Environmental
What is the main agricultural content? How is the project impacting the environment?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Which agricultural practice/innovation?
○ Silvopasture, horticulture, urban agriculture?
○ What are the key points? What is done?
What are the improvements of your project for the environment?
Which impact does it have?
Why have you chosen these practices?
How do you implement scientific background?
Do you consider your project as an important part of Sustainability?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

A literature which is used continuously is the book “Practical Permaculture” by
Jessi Bloom and Dave Boehnlein. Furthermore, the knowledge out of several
workshops is used.

●

Permaculture scale of permanence is used:
o

Morphology: Little precipitation compared to the mountains around.

o

Climate: Microclimate can be created.

o

water management (only 200 l/day in summer, too few for irrigation).

o

Zic zac terraces will control the run off. It will be created at some
slopes. In that way water flows slower, infiltrates more in erosion is
minimized.

●

Water from other areas should be hold back, before it runs in the karst caves and
holes.

●

Trees/forest, Fences,

●

Zones: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7 (rarely->often. Maintenance->wild). The stuff which needs
the most care should be planted in front of the housings windows. So, at the place
where is a lot of traffic. In that way you always watch at it and give it a lot of
attention and love.

●

Soil: there was a strong erosion. Clay soil is too dense and creates surface run off.
Ploughing degraded the soil.
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●

Roads

●

Different measures of permaculture are used. (Sources were

●

Fences are built in a natural way. Thorn bushes are used e.g. blackberry. In that
way in the past it was avoided that goats could enter. They were a problem for the
many trees that were planted.

●

Planted 1400 trees on a hectare. Mainly Linden, but also Ginkgo, and chest nut.
White clover. That the chestnut can grow there is remarkable. They grow mainly
in holes.

●

Trenches were dug with a digging machine. In them humus is created through old
trees and other stuff.

●

Further holes are used to create a micro climate. E. g. the chest nut is profiting of
it.

●

Several lines of Hügelculture let the site develop from degraded grassland to a
new home for birds, bees, and other flying insects.

●

Dug with digging machine in autumn, but immediately planting some seeds made
different grasses, white clover and ray grow. Bird are coming and with their
excrements they spread the blackberry to these places.

●

The area has a source and then also well.

●

At some places the well and the surface runoff will be used to create some lakes.
They will still more improve the biodiversity and increase the ecosystems value
and resilience.

●

Before planting big things these first tries on a medium scale will be used to
check the conditions.

●

Plump trees are grown and have a small size now. Some died. With those which
did not die they tried an esoteric method. A helix out of specific metals should
help to get water in radius of 1,5 meters. And that worked. These plums survived
the hot summers.

●

Compost toilets are existing, but only in some years, it is an option to manure the
land.

●

Earth added and compost: Steiner recipe.

●

Soon a food forest should be created. In that way instead mono- a poly-culture
will be created.

●

4 Elements: heat, air, water and love create the soil

●

80-90% will be food forest. Whereas the yearly crops will be around 3% of the 3
ha.

●

Bees will be hold too.

●

It is not the aim to achieve self-sufficiency, but maybe it will happen for many
parts.
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●

Farm should be extended. 1 ha is owned. A 2nd one is almost bought and a 3rd
one too. They need to wait with the third because the land needs to calm 10 years,
nobody maybe there, till you can buy it.
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Social
How is the impact of the project on different parts of the society (children, workers “normal people”, science)? Which
measures are taken?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Do you try to broaden your work/knowledge in society?
○ Examples for measures:
■ guided tours, courses, seminars, lectures, rehabilitation of invalids, paying
salaries.
Is there resistance in the society? Conflicts in land use?
Can people create an income?
How is science included in the work?
Mental health: Any experiences?
Improvements for the social part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

With the neighbors there were some problems by accident and by purpose.

●

By purpose some sabotage was done some little water pipes were damaged or the
marks on the path were taken away. In that way some opponents of the project
tried started a conflict.

●

The integral approach is used and taught: 4 dimensions (individual
insight/outside, social inside/outside)

●

metal fences were stolen and replaced by thorn bushes

●

When he is sure about the conditions and the fertility potential of the hole site, he
will offer the land to some friends to create a community.

●

He searched for the contact of the elderly people. They had a lot of good
knowledge to give. Because they know that their end is coming nearer they want
to share it. Although they did not share everything.

●

To get the knowledge, he found out how he could help the person that he needs.
So e.g. he created a garden for Dr. Pashkulev through whom he got to know
about healthy food.

●

At the beginning in 2007 he organized a festival on the area with 850 people.
Mainly it was about music about also environmental. Some workshops were there
about healthy food, taking care about the environment. But you are not able to
transmit messages. Later the summer gatherings were organized which became
smaller and smaller, but the work became more intimate and intense. Some years
ago, with 60 people, but the last gathering was with 12 people on 9 days.

●

Furthermore, everybody can go there. As a volunteer working on the farm or as a
guest paying.

●

He really would to address children and people under 25 years. They change their
consciousness still the most. For them the stay is free. This is also his biggest
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wish for the future to have enough free time to organize activities for kids. They
can grow most in the project.
●

They are connecting with other movements, like Green team of Bulgaria. They
are planting trees on degraded land.

●

There is support of finding land to buy. In that way the Green Team bought a
house in the neighborhood. Since then people know that friends of the project
buy houses. So, he always gets informed when there is something for sale.

Network in Europe is existing:
●

Cooperation with the green team of Bulgaria.

●

Several Facebook groups. Where you can always ask for helpers.

●

Rarely meeting other projects. But reading posts and answering. Call for help
always works.

●

A lot of friends come to help. Ones also a restaurant collected successfully people
who want to help.

●

Also, the neighbors help. Cutting machines are lent.

●

Contact to the French project “trois pieces sur Terre”

●

Between Briancon and Grenoble

●

Ian in Madagascar

●

Ancient gare in Suisse-jura:
healing fastening, and healing horses (lamaisondepaille.ch)
o

Story telling in the garden.
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Financial
How is the project financed? Is there nonmonetary help?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What official form has your organization?
Who is shareholder?
Which funding do you apply for? Where?
How are they financed and how do you create an income??
Sponsors?
Are you selling goods?
○ Is there a special customer group?
How big are the shares of the different financial sources?
How much non-monetary help do you get? Donations?
Improvements for the financial part in future: Do you have wishes, ideas or plans?

●

In former times everything was free and donations completely voluntary. But the
output of money was too low to fulfill their ambitions. Not everybody seems to
value the work and gave the donation. So, there are fixed prices. For people with
a bigger trust, they can choose how much they want to pay. That works pretty
good. So, an income through courses and accommodation is created.

●

Through creating gardens for others good income was created.

●

Courses were given: Only paying for donations and accommodation was payed.

●

In a sustainability camp in Switzerland cooking courses are in integral approach
program. There he earns more 6 times higher wages like in Bulgaria.

●

Family also gives monetary donations.

●

20% of the time is used to travel around to share knowledge with people who
share those.

●

For accommodation people work for free. But they wish to have a paying for
food for 25-35€ a week.

●

An option for business is to make money out of nuts and dried fruits, which they
plant and dry themselves.

●

He used funding from the Bulgarian/Swiss cooperation. They are investing in
national parks, -reserves. Some budget was over that he applied for and he got it.

●

In that way he could finance for 60% the little conference hall and renovating the
two houses.

●

Exceptionally for EU-Funding is applied for (a friend in the personal network is
helping). That would be the last important investment to buy digging machines
and tractors to start the big planned actions.

●

Cars are eating a lot of money on these roads.
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●

2 years the European voluntary service was used. Good, but they were not very
ambitious. 5-20 people were working. But Filip had to go working himself to buy
the food. So, it was an invest in their experience. He hopes that they will spread
in the world.

●

2015 own products created an income around 1500 they sold on the market in
Svoge and in shops in Sofia. Range of products: Herbal mixtures (partly self
harvested), Apple vinegar, healing and massage cream (best money with that).
Even in Svoge people bought it.

●

They have in the internet a list of needed goods: They get then some donations
like flour.

●

While working for the doctor, he gave back a lot of knowledge.
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Policy
How is policy impacting the project? Is there support or resistance? Is there a food policy?

What is the political support??
● Through funding, laws, programs
● Legislation
● financial
Development for the political part in future: What do you expect?

●

There was some resistance in the politics

●

So, the first five years (2005-2012) were taff. There is 7% in the society who
believe in change and have this level of consciousness to see the use of such
projects. The major was one of those and he gave supports although there was a
lot resistance in the village. But after 5 years a new election started, and he did
not offer himself for reelection because political enemies made life hard.

●

Main behavior with the politics is, to have not more contact with them as
necessary. Only for permits etc. Looking for the people who may give you the
support. Which you can trust, have high level of consciousness. (That can also be
expensive). They don’t stop you. But no support

●

Political officials officially don’t allow water management. But in Bulgaria the
executives are pretty liberal and do not care. So, the water will be used before it
is lost in the karst-caves.

●

Funding which need to get through the Bulgarian state’s administration are
avoided, when possible. He felt tricked by one, so he had to pay back some parts.
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Organization and the team
●

How were the starts?
○ Was it legal?
○ Which problems did administration pose? Was there support?

●

Is your business possible on a large scale? What is needed for that?

●

TEAM
○ How many employees?
○ How many hours are the people working?
○ How is the organization structure? How much can they act alone?
What about a network with other projects?

●

●

The given land is one of the worst in Bulgaria. Conditions are pretty hard.
Continental climate. Some fifty years ago the traditional oak tree was harvested.
Since then pines were planted, which take a lot of water. So, the land got
degraded.

●

In this project also, the psychological part of everyone is taught. The doctrine
which is given in lectures for new participants is after Ken Vilbers: Integral
Approach.

●

The hole day is planned like that, that not only the farm and the land is served,
also the individual can do its mental work and physical exercises.

●

Furthermore, healthy food is served. Mainly vegetarian and low fat.

●

After a big lunch time for rest and a power nap is given.

●

The farm can be accessed by off-road car within 15 Min from the village of
Tserovo.

Overall questions
●
●
●
●

Are there more issues you want to mention?
Are there problems with developing the project that you have not mentioned yet?
Something you want to know from other projects? Questions I should ask?
Hopes/ visions what happens to the future?
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II.

Original figure: Biodiversity in the food forest
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III.

Table: Summary: The way of the projects to achieve sustainability

Stadsjord

Cityfarm

Helle Oase

Prinzessinnengarten

Food Forest Kettelbroek

Vegetarium farm,

Göteborg

Augsburg

Berlin-Hellersdorf

Berlin-Kreuzberg

Nijmegen

Zhelen

Vermin and weeds
- Manual weeding, no use of
herbicides.
- Ducks eat snails and other
vermin.

Permaculture
- garden planned by
professionals
- Natural cycles
homozygous plants,
composting, compost
toilets.

Permaculture
- Several practices
- Natural cycles Bokashi
fermentation, compost
toilets
- Compost project with TU
Berlin and food banks.

Permaculture
- Microclimates in the
different forest layers.
- Vermin and weeds
- Nature controls itself.

Biodiversity
- Diverse landscape
- Planting endangered
species

Greening the city
- Greening oasis at
Moritzplatz.
- Greening by creating
many gardens for
companies and schools
(2100 m2).

Permaculture
- Zic-zac formed terraces to
prevent erosion
- “hügelculture”
- Enriched long trenches
- Holes with microclimates
- Zoning of plants, different
caring
- Thorn bushes instead of
fences

Environmental
Permaculture
- “hügelculture”
Traditional practices
- Old farmer’s measures to
cultivate poor soil.
- Traditional goat specie
Biodiversity
- Pigs eat the toxic invasive
giant hogweed.
Appropriate husbandry
- Lot of space for pigs and
goats in silvopasture.
- Killing by hunting in 2016
Aquaponic
- High productivity while
low stress on environment.
Distributing sustainable
food
- High class restaurant
- By internet platforms to
privates.

Traditional practices
- Old robust sheep and
rabbit specie
Biodiversity
- Rare species in insect
hotels.
- Sheep for landscape
maintenance of poor
grasslands.

-

Appropriate husbandry
- Big space and compounds.
Handling water and
energy
- Using solar panels
- Neighbors supply water
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Biodiversity
- Bushes prevent the wind.
- Pond enriches the species,
and prevents highwater.
- University proved high
biodiversity.
Distributing sustainable
food
- Young style restaurants
harvest themselves.
- 2,5 ha will feed 12 people
in future.

Biodiversity
- High in the hügelculture
Handling water and
energy
- Investigations to find
springs
- Storing run off in lakes
- Success with esoteric
measures

Stadsjord

Cityfarm

Helle Oase

Prinzessinnengarten

Food Forest Kettelbroek

Vegetarium farm,

Göteborg

Augsburg

Berlin-Hellersdorf

Berlin-Kreuzberg

Nijmegen

Zhelen

Wowing the people
- Open days and festivals

Neighborhood-relation
- Public access
- Vandalism problem

Neighborhood-relation
- Inclusion-strategy

Neighborhood-relation
- Partly public access

Neighborhood-relation
- Difficult start

Spreading knowledge
- Kid’s holiday program
- Different workshops
- Social days of companies
- Students bringing in ideas

Spreading knowledge
- Workshops
- Guided tours

Spreading knowledge
- Workshops
- Receiving academic
knowledge for services
- Getting knowledge from
elderlies

Social
Wowing the people
- Transparent agriculture in
husbandry
Spreading knowledge
- Lectures
- Cooking workshops in
planned sustainable center

Public interest
- Sheep-grazing in the
university’s park.

Wowing the people
- Festivals
Spreading knowledge
- Social days of companies

Public interest
- TV and internet bloggers

Public interest
- No tourist’s guidebooks

The role of helpers
- Working in rehabilitation
- Healing working
conditions

The role of helpers
- Open team meetings
- People creating an income

The individual inside
dimension
- personal psychological
exercises

Financial
Distributing food
- Own café is good income
- Ensured sales in the
planned sustainable center
Charges for education
- Universities and
municipalities get lectures.

Environmental
maintenance
- Paid by municipality
- Potential to become a
compensating area

Funding and sponsorship
- For first investments
- Applying every year

Distributing food
- Own bistro
- Harvest themselves

A low-cost strategy
- voluntaries

Designing gardens
- …by subsidiary.
- Developing a deprived
quarter.

Funding and sponsorship
- For first investments
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Charges for education
Designing gardens
Environmental
maintenance
- Water authority built pond
A low-cost strategy

Distributing food
- Selling nuts, dried fruits
and processed goods.
Charges for education
- Giving courses abroad
- Pay what you get only for
selected group of people.

Stadsjord

Cityfarm

Helle Oase

Prinzessinnengarten

Food Forest Kettelbroek

Vegetarium farm,

Göteborg

Augsburg

Berlin-Hellersdorf

Berlin-Kreuzberg

Nijmegen

Zhelen

Funding and sponsorship
- Company quitted after
award

Non-monetary help
- Donations

Funding and sponsorship
- Only specific projects
- Means big dependency

- Only cost at the start
- Output after decades is
unusual for banks

A low-cost strategy
- voluntaries

Support of administration
- Regulations and blanks
were not fitting to food
forest.
- Knowing process opens
possibilities.

Support of administration
- Contact can be fruity.
- They do not hinder.

Non-monetary help
- Donations
- Tolerance and acceptance

A low-cost strategy
- 2nd Hand
- voluntaries

A low-cost strategy
- 2nd Hand
- Loans funded by state
- voluntaries

A low-cost strategy
- 2nd Hand
- Loans funded by state

political
Support of administration
- Became too passive
- To know the people opens
discussions.
Finding the area
- Convincing owners and
city
Slaughtering regulations
- …are unsatisfying.
- Wish to find “slaughtering
on the field”-service.

Support of administration
- Surprised with man power
Finding the area
- Fortune favors the bold
- In emergency city helped

Finding the area
- Area came first: action to
form the area’s use.

Support of administration
- 40 permissions needed to
work professional.
Finding the area
- Threatening abundancy
was avoided with
signatures
- Municipality invited them
to Hellersdorf

Slaughtering regulations
- …are unsatisfying.
- Wish to find “slaughtering
on the field”-service.

Trying to build distance to
policy
- Low funding
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Finding the area
- Area is bought. Food
forest needs long time.

Trying to build distance to
policy
- Bad experiences with
funding.
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